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LINCOLN COUNTY

TIMBER SALE

SHOWS A LOSS

IS

29

ALL SANTA FE

lOGHLCOI

AT JEMEZ

BY CANADIANS

o

Shows Gain in Assessment Forest Service Will Ask for Assessable
Property This Welomed by"' the Cheering But Mother Who had Col- Prehistoric Treasures Exca Elaborate Preparations Made
lected Insurance Refuses
vated by Hewett, Hodge
Year Is $862,077 Be--5
Bids on 600,000,000
Roll of $24,793 Over
to Entertain Democratic
Throngs as He Alights v
''' and Assistants
to Own Him
? hind That of 1910
Last Year
Board Feet f
From Train at Noon
. .
.
Delegates

i

'

THE

SANITARY BOARD

CATTLE

WILL OPEN

GOOD GOAL LANDS TEACHERS WILL BE WELCOMED

Victor Culberson' Succeeds W Nine Tenths of It is Yellow Pine Mounted Policeman Sena Arrests Man In Colorado on
and Is in Eastern Part
H. Jack from Silver City,
Serious Charge
of StateGrant County. '
Governor Mills has appointed Wil
liam J. Linwood, of Colfax county; W,

McDonald of Lincoln county; Char
lei L. Ballard ot Chaves county; Vic
tor Culberson of 'Grant county; W.
W. Cox of DonaAna cocunty and B.
F. Pankey of Santa Fe county, mem
bers of the Cattle Sanitary Board of
New Mexico.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed
Frank R. Trimble of Mountalnalr.
Torrance county, a notary public.
Land Entries.
The following are the land entries
at Santa Fe land office; Eplfanlo UUharrl. Lucia:
Martin Lopez, Park
Chavez y Mora, Leyba;
Isaac B.
"Basil A. Lobb, Wlllard;
Wyatt, Vaughn; Silviano Rael, Ar-royo Hondo.
Baek From Carrlzozo.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police Is back from
he attended th$
Carrlzozo where
hearing given George W. Zlnk the
Roswell jeweler charged with killing
deer out of season. The case will
come up October 23.
Luna County Has Gain,
Luna county shows a gain In Its
tax roll over last year. The assess
ment In 1910 was $2,152,673 and In
a gain of $24,793.
1911 $2,177,460;
are
Among the Items of Increase
agricultural lands, $63,630; improvements on the same, $34,405; city or
on
town lots, $6,630; improvements
these lots. $18,494. In the decrease
$41,276;
column are 'grazing lands
:
Improvements on these landB,
mineral lands, $6,260; surfaoe
improvements of mines, $3,000; cat
tle, $18,220. ., ,:
C.

CUP OF COFFEE

DOUBLES IN PRICE.
Both

j

8ugar and Berry Have Advanced
Hundred Per Cent In

Chicago, Sept. 20. With the f miner Increase of a quarter ot n ccut a
pound yesterday in sugar, it dawned
on Chicago that a cup of coffee now
costs twice as much as it did a short
time ago.
The Brazlllian berry now costs flft-teecents a pound as against seven
cents a short time ago. Sugar prices
are also doubled, the price to consumers being eight cents a pound.
The Increased cost of coffee Is due
to the action ot the Brazlllian government in placing an arbitrary value upon its principal product instead of the
economic value based on the cost qf
production and the demand.
Short Beet Crop,
A shortage In the sugar beet crop
of Germany and the cane crop of the
southern part of the United States,
combined with a heavy demand of sue
gar for canning purposes' Is responul-blfor the great Increase in the C03t
q! that article.
Cup Three Cents Now.
New York, N. T., Sept. 20. Recent
advances In the price of sugar, coffee
and milk have led Bowery eating
houses to order an advance in the
srlce of coffee from one cent a cup to
.tiiu

Washington D. C, Sept 14. Ar
rangements fof the largest timber sale
ever undertaken by the government
600,000.000
involving approximately
board feet of merchantable
timber,
s
ot it yellow pine, are being
made by the departments ot agriculture and interior.
The traot, said to be the largest
body ot good timber left In the Soath
West, comprises parts of the Apache
and Sltgreaves National forests and
the Fort Apache Indian Reservation in
Eastern Arizona. It must be sold to
the highest bidder.
This sale will bring to the govern
ment from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 as
no bid ot less than $2.50 per thousand
will be considered for timber cut dur
ing the first five years of the contract
nor of less than $3 per thousand tor
It cut during the following years. All
the timber must be cut in ten years,
Other large bodies aggregating 1,600,-00board feet will be made accessi
ble. All this will open up good coal
lands.
MORA COUNTY WILL GIVE
EIGHT BURSUM DELEGATES.
Political

Pot Is

Boiling

Over.

Says

Correspondent. .Roberta for
Supreme

Judge.

Mora, N.

M.,

Sept. 20.

political .pot In this county is
boiling over and (food many candi
The

dates are In the held for nominations:

Juan fnavarro and E. H. Biernbaura,
are the ' strongest for State Senate.
The nomination will most likely go to
Navarro. Simon Vorenbergof Wagon
Mound will be the choice for represen
tative from the central part of the
oounty and either Frank A. or E. 3.
H. Roy, will, be the candidates from
the eastern erd ot the county. Thus
the legislative positions will be pretty
well divided over the three most im
portant points of the oounty such as
Roy, Wagon Mound and Mora. The
oounty aspirants are as follows: For
probate judge, Patricio Sanchei; for
county clerk, A. S, Bushkevitz; for
sheriff, F. S. Ortega; for assessor, Tito
Melendez; for" treasurer and collector,
John R. Strong; tor superintendent of
schools, Bias Sanchez; for surveyor,
William Brumage or Durham Surin;
for county commisioners, Juan da
Mats Mares, Andres Gandert and Se
van) Lucero. There are other candi
dates mentioned from all parts of the
oounty, but it is very likely that the
ones mentioned will be the successful
nominees In the convention at Mora.
The delegation of the oounty to the
will be divided
state convention
in two for the Governorship.
Mr.
Mr.
Bursum will get
eight and
Romero seven.
Hon. Slareoce J. Roberts will be en
dorsed by the Republicans of Mora
oounty, for supreme court judjre; Captain David J. Leahy for district judge,
C. W. G. Ward, for dlstriot attorney.
Governor Mills is the favorite for the
U. S. Senate.
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TO BE
ISSUED FOR McFARLAND.

REQUISITION

OUT IN
C0ATESVILLE LYNCHING.

WARRANTS
.

Two Members

of

Murder and

Mob Charged With
Two Policemen

Hs Must Return to California on the
Charge of Embezzling Ten .
Thousand Dollars.

With MaMlaiinht-M-

The moat
important development in the negro
lynching case came today when warrants charging two members ot the
mob with murder and two policemen
with involuntary manslaughter, were
lBsued by Judge Butler on the recommendation of the special grand jury.
The jurors were discharged.
They had
been in session for three weeks and it
had been charged that they were reluctant to take action.
rinntipavlllA

John l,

Pa

'Rent. SO.

ULLiVAN WANTS
TO GO TO CONGRESS,

From His
Formal Announcement
Farm Is Expected In Course
of Hew Days.
Boston, Mass., Sept, 20. John L.
Sullivan, former world's champion,
will, it is said, seek the Democratic
nomination for Congress. Formal announcement from his Massachusetts
farm is expected within a few days.
Eight, years ago, Sullivan went in
for the "simple life," and has ever
since been a quiet country squire on
me nine iarm
ne purcntiaeu near
Boston.
CHAVES COUNTY CONVENTION
MEETS THIS EVENING.
Roswell, N. M., Sept 20. The Republican convention of Chaves county meets at Roswell this evening to
select ten delegates to the State conwere devention. The progressives
feated In the primaries.

Sacramento, Calif., Sept. 20. An
drew MacFarland,
formerly an Insurance man of San Francisco and
known tor his tangled matrimonial
affairs, must return to California and
face the charge of embezzling $10,000
brought by Miss Ethel C. Groom, who
'
was hlB fourth wife.
After a hearing granted J. J. Gree
attorney, at the
ley, MacFarland's
governor's office today, it was announced
'that requisition papers
would be Issued.
Greeley made the point that Miss
Groom and MacFarland had joint access to the safe deposit box from
was
which it Is alleged the $10,000
taken.

DESTRUCTIVE FLOOD
IN

MOGOLLQNS.

Eight Houses Swept Away and
One Person Drowned
by Cloudburst,
A cloudburst Thursday night
swept over the mining camp of
Cooney in Cooney Canon In the
Socorro
Mogollons, western
county and wiped out the camp.
carried
Eight . houses were
shacks
away and
The
damaged.
were badly
teacher who had oharge of the
public school was drowned. The
flood came without a warning,
the mill and plant of the Enterprise Mining Company were
badly damaged.
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VENETIAN BEADS CLARK AND

w

FOLURE

COMING

Visitors Greatly Pleated

With Declares He Had Been Hit Over Painting Mission Churches 150 Stream of Bunting and Banners
Years Older Than Oldest
Head and Then Railroaded
Hit Hearty Manner and
to Run from Depot to
Info Prison.
in California,
Handshake.
Palace Hotel.

Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Sept. 18.

NUes,

Mlcb., Sept., 20.

Still claim

Director Edgar L. Hewett of

the

Santa Fe will extend a royal wel

has received the sum ot $408.01 from In the presence ot a cheering throng, ing to be the son of Mrs. Estella School of American Archaeology re- come to the delegates to the State
James A. Balrd, treasurer ot Otero President Taft was formally, wel- Klmmel, but denounced by her as an turned this morning from the explor Democratic Convention here October
comed to Sault Ste Marie as he alight Impersonator of her son for whose ations that are being made on the 3.
county.
This has
Arrested on 8erlous Charge.
ed from the train here today at noon death she received Insurance money, plateau west of Jemez Springs, leav
been determined at a
Alejandro Lucero was arrested at Such a crowd had never been seen in the man who came from the Auburn, ing the excavating camp In charge ot meeting ot the chairmen of the var

Rocky Ford, Colorado by Mounted Po the Soo before and many bad come by N, Y., penitentiary and was Identified F. W. Hodge, chief of the Bureau of
liceman A, A. Sena on the charge of special trains from great distances. fcy scores ot people as George Alfred American Ethnology, Mr. Hewett re
he ports the expedition one ot the most
rape. He was taken to Quay county. A noticeable element In the assembly Klrabel, was .uncertain whether
was the great number of Canadians, would attempt to see his "Mother."
productive yet Undertaken by the
Land Entries.
"Klmmel" who says he disappeared school. The site being excavated Is
The following are the land entries who had crossed from the other side
thirteen
to
now
returns
and
as
St.
River
the
of
years
ago,
see,
that of Amoxiumqua on the rim of the
Mary's
at the Santa Fe Land Office: Wiiliam
after $5,000 life Insurance had been high mesa overlooking Jemez Hot
R. Newberry, Wlllard; John S. Mat many of them humorously put it, "the
to annex Can- paid Mrs. Klmmel for his death, Springs, 1,500 feet above the canon
thews. Cerro; Francisco Trctjillo y Pa man who was going
said he had no motive in returning bed.
ada."
di'.ia Trementlna;
Apolotilo Abe'ta,
He produced a profound impression other than love for his mother.
It was a large and Important town
Wagon Mound; Jose Garcia y Baca, on them
with his genial smile and
"I do not want to cheat anyone out in
Trementlna; Joseph Kaepol, Mountain- - the
prehistoric times and seems to have
as
he said: ot the $20,000 additional life Insurance
hearty handshake
been first abandoned about 1622 on acair; Matilda L. La Bounty, Wlllard; "A gentleman from Canada? Glad to which
my relatives would receive If count of the hostility of the Nava-joGeorge F, Meek, Morlarty;, Margaret meet you, sir."
they could prove I'am dead;" said
It Is known that in 1G27, Fray
Bnggs, Wlllard; Eplganlo Ullberrl,
northand
Canada
from
crowds
Klmmel,
Big
Martin de Arvlde obtained permission
Tlerraa Amarllla; Margaret Blattman,
ern Michigan began to gather early
"But I am not dead. After "being
Wagon Mound.
to welcome - President
Taft The knocked on the head in what appear from the Father Custodian of New
atLincoln Shows a Loss. " .
weather was all that could be desired ed to be an attempt to put me out Mexico,to Alonzo de Benavidez, to
gather the scattered people
Lincoln county shows a loss In its and the city was decorated In gala of business, after being sent to the tempt
again to their old home. The priest
assessment this year according to the attire for the occasion.
Auburn,
penitentiary for five years was successful and Amoxiumqua was
The days program included a brief oi a
tax roll received by Traveling Auditor
ot
cents
and
charge steallng'25
rebuilt.
was again abandoned beJohn Joerns, The assessment for tour of the , city, a review of 2,600 after otherwise being so badly treat fore 1680.It'
etchool children in the government ed that
1910 was $2,197,687 and for 1911
my mind is almost gone,
The excavations have already yield
The net loss is therefore park, after which the President was desired to come home. It was Impos
to visit the' home ot Gov sible for me to pretend for the rest ed a large quantity of museum materi
$262,077. Among the items of decrease scheduled
impleof my life that I was dead just so al, pottery, stone and bone
are notably agricultural lands, $23,-74- ernor Osborn.
ments. The moBt Important find, acThe principal address of the day that somebody could enjoy $25,000.
.improvements, $33,050; city lots
was scheduled for delivery in the
If my motber will not
recognize cording to Dr. Hewett, is thst of a colImprovements $113,205; coal lands,
school park.
Venetian beads.
me, t will not force her to. All my lection of twenty-fou- r
$32,400; mineral lands, $31,056; cattle,
Crosses Macklnao Strait.
friends here know Fam the real In one ot the graves, a sure evidence
$52,176; sheep, $75,685;
goats, $11,- Soo Junction, Michigan Sept.i 18.
So does my motber of Spanish influence.
George Klmmel.
660; merchandise, $12,782. The inThe ruins consist of two towns built,
crease is seen in grazing lands, $29,-20- The special train bearing President know I'am not an lmposter.
"When I disappeared from home one upon the other, the older town
Improvements on same, $25,618: Taft and his party passed through
been of considerably greater
before 10 o'clock to
city or town lots, $12,426; mines, sur- here shortly across the' Straits of thirteen years ago, undoubtedly my having
extent than the later.
Mr. Hodge
day. Coming
face Improvements, $19,550.
family did think I was dead. Seven
President
the
will
Mackinac this moaning
continue the excavations tor some
years .later my brother
proved in
To Entertain Teachers.
stood on the upper deck of the ferry court that there was evidence to show time longer, assisted by Mr. Chapman
Rupert F. Asplund, secretary of for nearly an heur, so when he came I was dead. One Insurance company and Mr. Nathan boldsmlth.
the New Mexico Educational Associa- out ot the rear platform of his ear
A part of the work ot the expedition
paid her $5,000 but another
tion has sent out the following letter at St Ignace and at . this place he promptly
a $25,000 policy ap is the painting ot the ruins of the old
company
holding
to the teachers In the city, town and congratulated the people on the lung
pealed and Bald they would locate Mission church of San Diego by Mr.
of Santa
rural school
Fe county, filling breezes they enjoy. '
Karl Fleischer, the young Austrian arme.
,
colleges, parochial schools, church
Message to Mrs. Madison.
did find me In jail. Then my tist, now employed by the school to
They
folschools
and Indian
schools, private
The President today sent the
mother heard of It but she refused to paint for the museum In Santa Fe all
schools:
,
lowing telegram to Mrs. Edmund H, change her position. Four- years ago the old mission ruins ot hwVMexlco.
' v '
Dear Friends:
Madi
of
wife
Madison,
Congressman
The ruin at Jemez Hot Springs Is one
On November 16th, lfth, 18th, son who died yesterday: "I was deep they brought us. face to, face in Au of the oldest two on the
soil of the
burn penitentiary.
My mother ap1911, the teachers of New Mexico will ly pained to learn at Detroit of the
United States, with Pecoi ante-datin- g
be the guests ot this city and county. shocking death of Judge Madison. Al peared not to recognize me. While the
oldest California missions by over
we were talking the guards stepped
when the New Mexico
Educational low me to express to you my sym
aside and I whispered In my mother's 150 years. It was here at Jemez that
.
Association will meet in the City of pathy in your great loss."
ear: "What am I to call you If not Fray Juan de Jesus Maria, one ot the
Santa Fe.
mother?" She looked at me In silence first martyrs of the Pueblo rebellion
It is our duty to welcome them and RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
and then whispered, "when we ane ot 1680, was killed.
His remains, exto make their visit so pleasant that
DELEGATION UNINSTftUCTED alone, call me mother."
humed by DeVargas on the 8th of Augwill
come
want
to
We
again.
they
That was an outburst of mother ust, 1694, were found pierced by an
are promised the active cooperation Will be for Otero on First Ballot and
love which she could not suppress arrow and were brought for burial to
of the citizens of Santa Fe, but It
Favors Alexander Read for Die- Afterwards she appeared to regret it Santa Fe. The painting of the ancient
' is necessary for us to take the lead
trict Attorney,I wonder whether that Impulse will missions of New Mexico for the muse
in the arrangements.
20.
The
N'.
M., Sept
Espanola,
reassert Itself of whether, while ac- - um by Mr. Fleischer Is another of the
A meeting of all the
teachers of
r.mintv convention today
the county, no matter In what schools was an entnualagtlc an(i W811 attend-the- y nowledged by my friends, I am for highly commendable projects being
mother." carried out through the generosity ot
may be, Is called for next Satur-K- ,
,..,
to ever to be disowned by my
"Kimmel" today was still st the Mr. Frank Springer of Las Vegas.
day afternoon. September 23, 1911, at ' the aM9 Convention at Las Vegas home
of Mrs. Harry T. Fox who retwo p. m. at the High school building
ere chogen an(1 wnile they were not
him as a cousin. He said his GERMANY AND FRANCE
cognized
iu Santa Fe to organize for the enter-- 1 ,Mtructed
they wm caat their first mother would have to call on him If
8END NEW WHEAT.
tainment ot the largest gathering of
A.
Otero,
baot for Ex.Governor M.
educators ever held In New Mexico. Howeveri tne. convention endorsed she wanted to see him.
A Dramatlo Meeting.
That Caused Prices to Weaken Corn
It Is a big underaklng and we need William O. Sargent for state auditor,
Was Easy, Oats Swung Dowthe help of all.
Niles, Mich.. Sept. 20. Stepping
and Alexander Read for district at'
of
Very truly yours,
nwardProvisions Bearish.
torney. The same delegates that are back from the preferred embrace
RUPERT F. ASPLUND,
named for the convention at Las Ve- the man wbo claims to be her son,
Educational
Mexico
him
Secretary New
Chicago, III., Sept. 20. The prin
gas are also named for the district Mrs. Estella Klmmel today faced
Association.
at Santa Fe. As San for the first time since their dramatic cipal reason for weakness In the
convention
N.
wheat
at
market today Was that owing
Auburn,
Juan county has already instructed meeting in the prison
to Improved prospects,
new wheat
ANDY McFARLAND
DENIES
for Alexander Read, he is certain ot Y.; four years ago.
ETHEL GROOM'S CHARGE. nomination for district attorney for "Why mother.' Don't you know was continuing to arrive freely from
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and San Juan ne? the man who claims to be George the Interior both of Germany and
The opening here was
Declare counties.
L. Bradford Alfred Klmmel exclaimed as the wom- France.
8an Francisco Authorities
2
to
cent lowpr with 'DecemHe Hsd Several Wives and Is
Prince, Hon. Thomas p. Burns, Col- an entered the home of a cousin
'
to 95
a loss of 4
District where the man of mystery has been ber at 95
Embezzler.
Jaramillo,
onel Venceslao
to
The close was steady with
Attorney Alexander Read and. other acknowledged as a relative. As he
v
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept 19.
leaders of the county were in attend- spoke, he stepped forward with arms December 95
Andrew F. McFarland, under arrest ance and declared that Rio Arriba extended but the woman recoiled and
Favorable weather made corn easy
embez4
in this city on the charge of
to
December opened
off at
county will give a record bieaking responded sharply:
zlement preferred by Miss Ethel C. majority for Jhe ticket on November
63
The close was easy at
"I am not so sure about that."
declares 7.
of San Francis
64 for December.
Cross Examination.
that his arrest is a part of a blackOats swung downward as a result
The delegates named are : T. D.
Then she subjected "Klmmel" to of
He says he never Burns, Ed. Sargent, Alexander Read,
mailing scheme.
sympathy with other grain. Dewent
Into
that
examination
a
cross
8
married Miss Groom as alleged in the Benlgno Hernandez, O. O. Carr, A, D.
at 45.
and cember started
life
son's
her
of
details
early
San FrtanclBoo dispatches) endf has Vargas, Venceslao Jaramillo. John SarProvisions had a somewhat bear
him
asked
She
In
Niles.
school
days
never taken any of her money. He gent, M, A. Gonzales, Silviano Roybal,
ish tone In harmony with conditions
also, why, If he was her son, he had
will not light extardltion.
sales were 5c
L. B, Prince Julian Trujlllo, Jose Am-ad- o not written to her during the many at the yards. First
He Was a Blue Beard.
Lucero, Narciso Sanchez, Pleasant years he was away from his birth lower to 2 12 up, January at 15.02
i
to 8.87
for pork; 8.858.87
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 19. De- Hill and W. G. Turley.
place.
for lard and 7.95 for ribs.
tective Thomas Murphy of tfce San
The interview was, if anything,
Cotton,
FranciBco Police Department' left for
more dramatic than the former meetNew York, N. Y Sept 20. Cotton
Colorado Springs today to take Into X CAHOON DEFEATS CHAVES X
ing between the two. Earlier In the
d
lower.
want-,e26 points
closed
spot
F.
qijlet
MacFarland,
38
custody Andrew
COUNTY INSURGENTS.
the man had reiterated his Middling
day,
11.30;
on a charge of embezzlement pre
middling
uplands,
to Identify as Klmmel and
claims
Bales 26 bales.
ferred by Miss Ethel C. Groom, who
Effort to ,Inject Prohibition
had declared that If his mother wish- gulf 11.45;
declares ehe is MacFarland's former
Question Is Unanimously
ed to see him she would have to call
wife, that she obtained annulment of
PORTLAND
8TEAMER GOES
Defeated.
on him.
her marriage with htm on March 23.
DOWN IN CHE8APEAKE BAY.
at Roswell
, In the
he
primaries
to
face,
face
came
When
they
Mrs. J. J. Groom, mother of Ethel
Mass., Sept. 19. The BosSaturday, Edward A. Cahoon,
made the first advances and after her tonBoston,
C. Groom, who Is out of the city, says
Chamber of Commerce received
organization leader, defeated
"How can you say
exclaimed:
rebuff,
Macto
was
married
her daughter
the insurgent Republicans, only
Then they a dispatch this afternoon stating that
any such thing, mother?"
Farland in Ogden, Utah, a few months
schooner
Maine,
the big Portland,
three delegates of the latter besat down facing each other, and the
Stella B., Klplan had gone down In
ago.
ing named to the county conAre of questions began behind closed
The annulment of the marriage, she
carries
vessel
The
Bay
At South Springs,
vention.
doors. He was asked his age, oinn Chesapeake
a crew of eight men.
says, was secured after the discovery
X
hlR
J.
Herbert
about
Hagerman
however,
several
questions
pigce,
that MacFarland had another wife in
was na,med as a aeiegace. m, a.
father, where he went to school, and
Los Angeles', and later discoveries
the
and
left Niles and what
Cahoon
when
Republican
he
and
why
relating to two other marriages. ,
A, REINGARDT WILL
him
had prevented
stalwartB will control the councircumstances
BUILD ELK8 CLUB HOU8E.
those at home of his
convention. The delegation
from
ty
informing
L. MARION
GEORGE
to Las Vegas will be Instructed
whereabouts and actions.
MAY NOT BE HANGED
TJie Elks awarded the conMrs. Klmmel In Doubt.
tor Nathan Jaffa for governor.
tract for the erection of their
A resolution presented to the
ready-t- o
not
deny
Klmmel
Is
Mrs.
ReBoard
of Pardons
Pennsylvania
club house to August Rein- committee by R. E. Lund, askflatly that the man Is her son, neither X
commends Thst Sentence bs
gardt, the well known eontrac- ing the nominating committee to
will she admit that his claims are
Commuted to Life Term.
tor of this city. The new home
only choose delegates to the
just. When she saw him in Auburn
will be ot Mission style and will
she was emphatic in her denunciation
county convention who are fa-- (
20. The
Sept.
Barrlisburg, Pa
X be erected on Lincoln avenue
ot his claims.
vorable and who would give
atnta hnnrH of nnrilnna tnrinv Pflpnm.
Elks Theater.
It will
Former acquaintances of the wom- X near the
support to measures looamg io
mended that the sentence of death
club
be a thoroughly
and providing for the itppres- an's eon are divided as to the Identity K
imposed on George L Marion, the,
of
K house, a full
description
of the man. Some asserted that he
his X slon of all traffic In intoxlcatactor, convicted of murdering
be
will
in the
X which
published
of
Chaves
into
county
has
happenings
liquors
be
commuted jS ing
readily
wife at Wllkesbarre,
New Mexican tomorrow.
boyhood but others declared today
to Imprisonment for life. He was WX was unanimously rejected.
that he was an impostor.
have been hanged on September 28. 'SXXXXXSXStXJCJSXXSXX

,,

-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ious cornmlttees recently appointed '
and of others Interested.
No expense will be spared to put
the city In gala attire which will b
seen during the day and myriads of
electric lights will do welcome at
night.
A monster arch la to" be erected at
the southwest corner ot the plaza. It
will be 16 feet wide and as many
high, with two columns with a cap
and base. There will be many lights
of red, white and blue which will out
line the words "WELCOME TO THE
STATE CAPITAL."
- In the hall of representatives where the convention will meet there will
be pennants which will spell the words
WELCOME TO SANTA FE, THE
STATE CAPITAL" These pennants
will be of yellow and white, which
are the state colors.
On the speaker's desk will be yel
low and white flowers with ferns in
front
"!
Flags througbo1-- " "f
i
will welcome the dele
'
thousands of stream
,
al colors.
Standards eight feet high for eacH
of the 26 counties will be seen In the
convention balL
SOO

Badges.

Five hundred badges will be pro
vided, 400 tor the delegates and 100
for the members ot committees en- To each badge will
tertalnlng them.
be two streamers ot yellow and white
satin and on top a rosette ot the na
tional colors.
Extensive Decorations.
.
The ladles of the decoration com
mittee will see that t stream ot bunting will flow from the depot to the '
Palace hotel, along Montezuma avs-tnd out
San Francisco stret
Washington avenue. '" - h
Band Concert.
The entertainment committee will
provide music during the convention.
A band concert will be given In the
plaza the first or second nlgbt snd
this will doubtless prove one of the
attractive evenings during the conven
tion.
Champ Clark Coming.
Word has been received that Champ
Clark, Bpeaker of the house of representatives, will be here during the
Democratic convention as will also
Former Governor Joseph W. Folk of
Missouri, and often mentioned as candidate for the Presidency.
Bureau of Information.
In order that the delegates and
visitors will not have to lose time
learning about the sights of Santa Fe,
the hotels, etc., a bureau ot Information will be placed at the northwest
corner ot the plaza not far from the
office of the New Mexican and In It
will be a dispenser of Information and
a typewriting machine and a tele
phone for the use ot visitors.
Printed cards and circulars will tell
about hotels, rates and cab fares.
The Elks, the Beavers, Santa Fe
Club and the Masons will keep open
house during the convention and appoint committees to entertain the delegates.
Two hundred rooms have been
placed at the disposal ot the committee and any one who has rooms for
rent should notify John W. Mayes or
.
Harry D. Moulton.

-

OTERO DELEGATES DEFEATED
IN SIERRA COUNTY.
Men Selected Will Vote for Bursum
on First Ballot Blue Ballot Is

Endorsed.
At the Republican county conven
tion held at Hlllsboro, Sierra county yesterday, delegates who will vote
for Holm O. Bursum on the first ballot In the state convention at Las
Vegas, defeated the nominees favorable to the candidacy of
M. A. Otero. The delegates chosen
were: F. H. Winston ot nairview;
H. A. Wolford, of Hlllsboro; Robert
Martin of Cuchillo; Watson of Engle,
and W. H. Bncher of Hlllsboro. A re
solution was adopted endorsing the
blue ballot
TROOPS
ARE
WATCHING MEXICAN BORDER.

AMERICAN

Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. The
situation jilong the Mexican border
Is being watched closely by the United States so that If yesterday's raids
on farms and ranches
by Irre
sponsible bands are repeated, and the
border towns ot Texas endangered,
the War Department will adopt mea
sures of protection. There are plenty
of troops in the vicinity of the border
to meet any emergency. In addition
to the soldiers regularly stationed in
the Department of Texas there Is a reinforced brigade at San Antonio, a
regiment at Cloudcroft, N. Mex., and
another regiment at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona.

'

'
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BURSUM, A PROGRESSIVE.
RODEY WAS THE GOAT,
1911. qualifications of which virtue, love of THE JACKASS UNDER THE LION'S
The word "Progressive" has been
8KIN.
are the corner
home and family
The Morning Journal has unearthed- iuch
abused of ate; it has been
Pro- another crimT ot which the RepubllAll over the United States,
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be
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Mexico
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New
Leagues
of
can
gressive
of
Republican
And against this splendid man
But In
... organisation n
i. nes8 of political charlatans.
the people who has grown up In this ing organised. "Assistant Democrats,
tn word
lt
X ,
rPerIy
.
calls them.
v
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L,
Morrison,
Judge
Is
the
what
opposition
Territory,
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Who la tbe opposition?
mustering?
What is the attack it makes? What
la the wrongdoing or shortcomings
that it vaguely declares it will charge
Analyse
against Holm O. Bursum?
them, discuss them, measure them by
in
the caae, separate from
the tacts
them envy and resentment, and mis
understanding and hatred, and what
remains of them?
Nothing. They
are like the sephyrs of a quiet evening
seeking to sweep away the Sangre de
Chrlsto range.
Holm 0. Bursum Is a man of the
people; he may not be the beloved
dandy of the drawing room of silk
stocking reformers; but he is a man
who towers In character, In moral
strength, In capacity. In capability. In
statesmanship far above his detrao-tors- .
He is the man of the hour; he
the Republican
la the man whom
party will tall from the range, from
the mines, from the business office,
from his home, to shape the destinies
ot tbe new state for tbe next five
The Republican party, tha
years.
state, the people, are to be congratu
lated upon having such a man, such
a leader, at thla hour of fate.
Theodore Roosevelt had men of the
Bursum type In mind, when he wrote
"We are a vigorous, masterful peo
ple, and the man who is to do good
work In our country must not only be
a good man, but, also, emphatically a
man. We must have the qualities ot
courage, ot hardihood, of power to
of
hold one's own in the hurly-burlactual life. We must have manliness,
courage, strength, resolution, Joined
to decency and morality, or we shall
make but poor work of It."
Holm 0. Bursum has been through
tbe mills of life; they have not dealt
gently with him; he haa been through
the fire and In the crucible, and he
has emerged a mans' man; an answer
to the cry:
God Give ua men!
"Men who their duties know,
"But know their rights, and, know
ing, dare maintain."

The movement is one that is carefully
planned to split the Republican party
and to prevent tbe renominatlon ot
President Taft next summer. The agitation has extended to the far west
and paid organizers ars reported to
be on their way to New Mexico to
create similar progressive leagues, as
these will help greatly to put a Democrat into the White House at the
next election.
That these advance agents have
reached Colorado la manifest from the
following editorial in the Pueblo, Colorado, Chieftain, which haa alwayB
demonstrated Its fearlessness as an
Independent newspaper:
"If the genuine Republicans of Colorado those who believe In party
loyalty have any doubt as to the political character of the prime movers
In the
progressive Republican crusade all they need do to enlighten themselves is to consult the
roster of membership of Governor
Shafroth's Direct Legislation Leagua.
It will be found that the moat prominent men In the former organization
are likewise active participants In the
latter. 'Honest' John Is trying to
make the people believe that he is
earnestly endeavoring to accomplish
through the Direct Legislation League
the things he so signally failed to get
for the people from three different sessions of his Democratic legislature.
We have no fault to find with political
Montebank Shafrotb In this respect, If
ho Is smooth enough to pull the wool
over the eyes of the people another
time, but we do find fault with the
progressive Republicans who
are aiding him in this respect and who
are still holding themselves out as
Republicans and are trying to Inflict
further injury upon the party to which
they confess allegiance by organizing
a 'Progressive Republican League' the
sole purpose of which Is to oppose
Taft and the Republican party.
"Vincent may get to be governor
through such methods, but we think
not Stevens may pave a way to tne
United States senate by this route
but, again he may fall. Catlln may
elect himself to congress from this
state but we are quite sure he will
meet with disappointment
"It will take something more than
itching for office and desire for poli
tical prominence to bring these things
about. Colorado Is for Taft because
there Is embodied In btm all the
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Bernalillo county, which In ltsell
dastardly outrage, for the Journal ,
maxim ha. always been: Let us have
i

'

'

Bry.
h(J

"

a

to

true progressive

aftfir

careful

Is a man,
con.lderatlon.

advanoement ln iny glvea Une of
be does not "stand pat" on
.
of the organization, or wrmt,
or Dractlce. simply be
as
to
so
went
far,
tral committee,
u u o(, or Banctloned by ,ong
chosen
committee
ognlze the original
But the Progressive Is not as
at the primaries and convention of fmt'c M the radlcaI. he doe, not
.u
wreuuuu
me
wt geneim
isus,
ell. up(m Bvery ew wnia of tMj
New Mexico, and which at that time and pralBe u to tne ,kIeg
the only
waa a committee recognized by the Al- - true-blu- e
panacea for all the Ills that
buquerque Journal and lauded to the tne fle6n lg ner t0
reform" and j
skies sb being "true-blue- ,
jn the correct ,enM 0I the word,
In the eyes of the Holm
0i BurBum 8 a progressive,
Journal this recognition Is a serious That Is why the corporations
and
mistake that will simply wreck the selfish interests and the reactionaries
Gillenwater end of the party, although hate him; why they are working tooth
fortunately, that end of the party ln and nail to besmirch his reputation ln
Bernalillo county is small in numbers, the eyes of the people and to crowd
blm out of the race for the governor
yet, great In the noise it makes.
The Journal, of course, cannot meet ship. He is' too near to the people
the Issue directly. It must becloud It He cannot be moulded like putty and
Even
and therefore, declares wildly that he is too honest to be bought. "stub-mlt
Bernalillo county will never again sub his enemies admit that he Is
ri&nt and that all
to Hubbellism, and that Holm O. orn," when he
"ches of the Indl8 cvBDnt buy
Bursum and the Republican party or-- .
him to do that which he
ganizatlon ot New Mexico, are
a
W He mln be a
log up "Hubbellsm," whatever that'
means. It print, a history of the past
his
line
In .hnw hnnr "It" linatrnvail
tot,
with unrighteous wealth.
Hubbellsm ln Bernalillo county, al pockets
' In the
legislature, In the constitu
though Judging by the holler lt makes, tional convention, he gave abundant
Hubbeli.m seems a lively end deterevidence of bis progresslveness.
mined corpse.
was be who sounded a clarion note ln
In writing this history, the Journal, Republican caucus, during the const!a
omits an Important chapter, chuptar j tutlonal convention, when the reao
which Is better known to lt, than to ; tlonarles demanded that they should
any other newspaper or Individual. It be permitted to override public sentl
covers only one day in party history, ment; lt was he who stood out for the
but one of its most momentous days, progressive measures that were finalthe day, seven years ago, on ly embodied, such as elective Judiciary,
which Hon. Bernard 8. Rodey was de- - corporation commission, referendum
feateri at Albunneraue for the nomln-- ' enual taxation and protection of
atlon for Congress, by Hon. William H.I treaty rights of Spanish Americans,
it was he who brought back Into tbe

A GANGSTER.
The colored genout
tleman Is
of the wood pile! The
Albuquerque Morning Journal has let
the cat out of the bag! The skullduggery ot Holm 0. Bursum has been
laid bare to the world. i The voters
have ben Informed.
"Bursum is a
That is the crime, that
gangster!"
la the high misdemeanor that closes
the xates of political salvation
to
him, Hasn't tbe Journal said so?
And what is a gangster?
In the
eyes of the Journal and the guerillas
ln Its train, a gangster Is a man ;
Holm
wbo believes ln organization.
0. Bursum haa been at tbe head ot '
tbe Republican party organization ot
New Mexico for seven years, That Is
He has
a damnable crime in Itself.
led that organization to victory again
and again, when, according to the
Journal, the other side should have
been permitted to win. That Is worse
then a felony!
In the eyes of the same guerillas,
President Taft is a gangster. In fact,
lt has said so Indirectly. President
All
Taft believes ln organization.
parties do, the Socialist more than
Even the Progresany other party.
sive Republicans begin to talk organization.
of the United
The government
Whenever
States is an organization.
has any grievance
sny Individual
against Uncle Sam,, he does not go
out and raise an army and march
He submits his
on Washington.
case to the organization, to the courts,
There would be no end ot guerilla
warfare if every Individual followed
tbe example ot the Journal.
Whenever any sorehead takes offense at an organization, he calls it
a gang. There are gangs in churches,
In, secret societies, in government, ln
Without organizapolitical parties.
tion, thla world's work could not be
done at this time and age. To be a
gangster, therefore, Is to be working
with and within an organization. To
be pure, good and holy from the polito the
tical standpoint according
Journal, Is to be like it a

Now we have lt!

misplaced, although It was only reTHE MAN OF THE HOUR.
that the last cent waa paid.
cently
the
that
Republican
natural
It la
Holm O. Bursum la above all the busimoat
the
aome
of
capable
haa
party
candidate!
men of New Mexico In office, either nessman's
But follow again into the offices of
territorial or county; It followa conac- the men who govern the territory and
sequently that aome of Ha most
ceptable candidate! at the first itate the countlea, who administer affairs
election will be present office holdera. both territorial and locally; who shape
.
But for governor of the new elate, government policies, and there, too,
nomination all otner i Holm O. Bursum is respected, la ad'
around whose
nominations center. It la meet that , mired, la at home, for he has been In
office, he has been not merely
a man who la not a present office
er In the territory or in any county, be a faithful administrator, but he haa
named. For aixty years. New Mexico demonstrated the courage that will
has protested against having placed stand against wrong even when wrong
over It an executive who waa named Is popular and for right when right 1b
In Washington and not by the people unpopular. He has Initiated policies
of the commonwealth. Some exceea-lngl- y has written bla name large on the
able and popular men have statute books aa a legislator and Into
been appointed, but somehow the peo- the Constitulon of the new state. He
Conple resented it, because that executive knowa not only the laws and the
himself, besides being chosen by an stitution, because he helped to make
outsider, also Influenced, to a greater them, but be knowa the Intent of the
?'
The Journal knows 'hat the fight
or leae extent, the selection and elec- legislators and constitution makers
the moment when
u n,H.,
t
tion of all the other territorial and when they wrote the law and the conDemocrats and con
with
the
combine
against the HubbeU, and that lt was trol the convention by their united
county o(Beers. Therefore, aa the first stitution. Any attorney or judge will
A ROAD BUILDER.
one Holm O. Bursum who superseded vote of 51.
mark of independence, the Republican tell you, that the Intent of the lawHon. H. 0. Bursum Is a roadbullder.
Frank A, Hubbell as chairmen ot tbe
party will nominate for the governor, makers Is even more Important than
last campaign for dele- - He
the
During
.
helped to construct the first railterritorial central committee as ma
a man who la neither a territorial nor the mere technical phraseology, when
ho . rhBfrman. disHe has been
ln New Mexico.
road
O.
was
of
Holm
no
to
fruits
that
lt
cornea
draws
man
constitutions
who
It
a
flgh.
construing
county officer,
countenanced the use of money at the himself a railroader.
THE BALANCE WHEEL.
He has laid out
led
the
who
Bursum
forces
a
that
In
offices,
also
humble
But
and
laws.
the
put
nrovlded
by
the
wlth
alary
gecre.
polB It wa ne wn0
of the Ter'What Is Fame?" one might well
man taken direct from the fields of haa Holm O. Bursum made good. As
w Reynolds, decided highways in various partsmonumental.
juiciu uu mo ixuiiu-- ii wiiii- - taryj the at0
William
iion ai mai time, ana me nies oi ma t0 flght tn8 campalgn along education-Journa- l ritory, - several of them
every day activity, a man who Is a tax- sheriff of Socorro county he cleared ask upon seeing
name aa "C. H." Thorn
will bear witness to the bitter- - a, lineSi aIong the ..oard index" plan, It was- he who first employed convicts
payer and not a tax eater, and yet, a that county of lta lawless elements: T. Thornton's
Demoness of Frank A. Hubbell against Holm rather than along "boodle" lines, ln road building ln New Mexico. He
man who Is turning gray in the serv as superintendent of the Penitentiary ton, on the title page of a new
realized that the convicts at the PeniO. Bursum foi the time being.
ice of his party, whose experience in he Initiated convict work on good cratic organ, called "The Balance
Thousands of dollars were expended
should not compete with free
office and In public affairs has been roads, he risked his life In suppress Wheel," Issued at Albuquerque and
On the eve of the vote for delegate for printed documents and mailing tentiary
He therefore turned their
labor.
'
t,
direct. Intimate and efficient
sing mutiny; he put the great Institu evidently Intended to supply what the
to voters and not a cent for
them
Bernard
to
8.
the
Rodey,
Congress,
activities into channels ln which they
Ab Democratic party of New Mexico so
basla.
Go to the silent, vast ranges upon tion on a
Is BBfe under pres.
the popular, liig voters. In consequencce, although would not compete with the working-me- n
the
that
magnetic,
so sadly needs,
which grate the countless flocks of mayor of Socorro he made civic im apparently lacka and
It Is sgainat lmv oi- - tho lMrnHn Trluhmnn whn had maffo the margin WBS ClOBe, although the
of the commonwealth. He deThorn ont conditions.
provements, worked for a better a balance wheel.
' sheen, the numberless herds of cattle
Is too radical, uncer- good In Congress, was told; "It you plurality was less than 400 in tha ter- vised the method
he
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and plan under
new
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new
water
the
governor
last
seriwatch-fire- s
no
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no
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supply,
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When a
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throw Hubbell overboard, you will be ritory,
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fraud.
the
ous
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to
are
which
forsake
around
charge
grouped
renominated!" Rodey had his heart
willing, yea anxious,
He conceived
since on road work.
the plains, and listen to what they to be retrograding; Invested In Its of the contributing editors, and so does principles of the party to which he set upon renominatlon but he answer sum to be punished for being progres - the Scenic Highway up Santa Fe
have to say. "We want for the first local business enterprises, and by his T. J. Mabray," who ln his home town, has belonged all his life, and advocates ed, bravely: "Frank A. Hubell has sive, for being honeBt for being de- Canon and to tbe Pecos, to be a link
of the state a man who faith In the Gem City, has helped to Clovis, spells his name "Mabry." The principles and measures to wnicn nis been my friend in need end I am notcmt- Inaugurating a cleaner sys- - In a
governor
Buperb highway from the ColoIs Hugh J. Collins, and
a uouer
omce,
to
uuuii i
knowa our conditions, our needs, one place it again on the upgrade as one editor-in-chie- f
tn
Is
Mm
In
hl
simply
nln
hnnr
nf
get
opposed
rarty
rado to the Texas line, to bisect ths
who has watched with us during the of the Important towns of the new H. Charles Roehl is the manager. he is surely doomed to hitter aisap need." The next morning, the Jour- Mexico?
state from end to end, to be a delight
state.
issue, the Balance
Right in the
lonely night hours; who has been
polntment This applies with equsl nal had flopped from Rodey to Anto the tourist and a source of Income
As chairman of the Republican state Wheel makes such startling assertions, force to LaFonette ana uoioraoos
with us in the shearing pens, and
A BRAVE MAN AND TRUE.
'
drews.
He
to the people of New Mexico.
camped with us when the snows were committee for aeven years, he has startling at least to the Democracy, as politically aspiring Republicans who
It was early one morning that
It was the territorial convention
constructed the most difficult part a
one
Issue
men
in
and
direct
takes
but
with
were
touch
the
In
been
closer
"Truth
or
atoms
the
raging,
Pays"
themselves
falling
call
progressives,
that nominated Delegate Andrews that messenger brought the UdlngB into series ot switchbacks, over the Dalton
who baa been in the thick of the bust-- politics ; tlhe men who made history, with the Democratic El Paso Times who are not satisfied with the
Divide. In everything he has ever
put Hubbellsm out of business In Ber- - Santa Fe that a mutiny of desperate
neW. hss experienced directly HsN nationally and locally, with their mo and Hon. Charles A. Spless, when It
of their own party and nallllo
tounty. What had gone before convicts had occurred at the territo-ha-- undertaken he has shown himself of
vicissitudes. Is It a wonder that their tives and their caliber, than any other declares editorially
over'
are therefore trying to organize a par
had
been but nrelimlnarr to thl nil. rial penitentiary; that they
Intensely practical turn of mind. He
"When it was suggested that the 17 of their own. Political preferment
eyea glisten, that they warm with en man in New Mexico. He has learned
Powered the guards; seized the arse-wa- s has done many things for the com
max
when
territorial
the
organization
u.
to measure
their provisions of the Flood resolution Is seldom If ever attained In this way.
these men at
thusiasm, when the name of Holm
8nd
!nal: "berated all the
of these, the
wrested out of tne Hubbell
monwealth, and one
Bursum Is mentioned to them? Holm true worth; and among them it has would improve the constitution of New
"The next regular Republican state whet fo owed maivilv marto annahands;
wuum lonviiw wb ira6u.u
nt
th
building or roads, ushered In the era
a
not
stock
Burthe
of
an
become
O. Bursum is one
them;
Mexico the president, with clenched convention of Colorado will select
accepted adage that
that
table
the
was
breakfast
at
It
of
road building that Is one of
Job. The
grower who sits In his eastern office sum Is a man of his word; that he ap- fist said: "I don't believe It. I am op- delegates to the next Republican na- Journal Republican organization, the several convicts seizing knives and the good
most popular
activities of the
kindly calls lt the "gang," and
clipping coupons, but a stock grower preciates service; that he is Incorrup- posed to any change- after people of tional convention. It will also name
the
overwhelmed
had
guards
forks,
commonwealth
at this day and has
who has and la sharing the hardsmps tible; that he has backbone; that be New Mexico have approved their con the next governor of and two United the national administration, stood be had rushed to the office and tied and
untold
good ln every
of the magnificent but at times cruel Is owned by no corporation, by no stitution by eighteen thousand major Statea senators from this state, or hind Governor Otero when he trampled gagged the prison physician;, had accomplished
on the Hubbells. The day of
county.
clique, by no one man ; that he is open ', ity. I believe it la an unnecessary hu- have a very deciding Influence In their
range with them.
and
arsenal
the
Hubbellsm was over; It will made their way to
to new Ideas, to suggestions; that he I mII. tlon to .eauire
progres
them to vote behalf and If the
would have 'gained their desired end
'Go to the mining camps! Walk with Via.
The recommendations ot the terri
nmrn-uilv- s
nunllu mtn.1
V
UIUU fn,
sives desire political recognition, they never come again either ln Bernalillo had lt not been for the decisive and
ICCUHIC
V1VBd.,.v nnn(n III
the prospector, as with his burro and una
torial board of equalization at what
iU
NW
MeXl?' ..When7eri courageous stand of the superintend- was
he threads his lonely legislation; that he believes In advanc
his grub-stak- e
The "Balance Wheel" Is well print should stop their foolish wanderings,
their last session, are deserving of
or any faction, raises
ent who flung himself upon the first more than
way through canons and over rocky ed political thought; In clean political ed and serves at least this good pur abandon their stupid third party any newspaper,
passing attention, especialtheir that cry it Knows lt is raising a bug
even though he is a practical
of the main stairway
of giving deflnlteness to Demo scheme and get Into line with
story
landing
ridges. Descend the shafts and follow methods,
pose,
aboo that has no substance.
ly, since Its members have been on
the drifts out of which the gold, the politician; that he hates bribery; that cratic doctrine In New Mexico.
and grimly put down the mutiny. He the board a number of years and have
Be party and its state organization.
At the present day, Frank A. Hub had to shoot down the
is hope.
ring leader;
silver, the copper are taken; go into he Is a true progressive, and yet,
fore this, when a Democrat was quot they will do this there
Into assessment and tax matters
1. a worker In the party
ranks; had to wound another desperate char gone extensively. There is loglo ln
the coal camps, thread the Intricate man who will not be misled by vision ed, be would Indignantly deny that he they persist In pursuing their present bell
quite
has taken his deposition ln good
he
to
'all
attack
meet
with
will
ary
where
prop
attempts
personal,
course
water
to
abject
they
himself
where
to
drips,
pos
expose
acter; bad
workings,
said this or that, or that the Demoproposition that no man should
No
and constitutional rights.
grace; he may be working for more sible death, but be knew his duty, the
gloom abidea, where danger lurks at erty
cratic party believes such a thing. But ure.
assess himself out mat tne assessprominence, as is the privilege of never hesitated a moment
There you will hear; wonder, that statesmen as wen as now, with an official organ,
every turn.
ment should be made by tbe assesputting
every citizen; he may have many fol
While Captain J. P. Conner was get sor.
"Give us a man who is a miner, who mere politicians, swear by Holm O. on black and white what Is and what
assessment
ONE OF THE COMMON PEOPLE
However, Buch
lowers and tbe suspicion seems well
in
determined
a
understands that mining is not merely Bursum and call him the victorious Is not Democratic
posbo
ting"together
doctrine, It will be
man whom they like to fol
The New Mexican has tried conscl founded that within the party in Ber town to march out to the penitentiary should be only after due Inquiry made
picking up gold nuggets from the road- leader; the
other
assessor. The
proposimuch easier for the Republican party
low into political battle.
entlously and diligently to pin down nalillo county, he haa more follow- the superintendent put down single- - by the
way; give ua as the first chief executo meet the Issues raised.
Is also logical, that the tax colthose who oppose Holm 0. Bursum for. ers and votes than the other side; but handed a mutiny that threatened to lib- - tion
tive of the state a man who can ex- , Then let us go Into the jumble
the
with
be
should
lector
charged,
He scattered
governor, to some definite statement, even though he should demonstrate erate two hundred convicts, and that full amount of the tax
plain to capital that the hills and gul- adobe farm houses that
duplicate; that
Both of the Las Cruces English pa- - ume concrete objection, so that lt this to be a fact
Spanish-America- n
coun
all
tbe
over
minwith
had
are
Just
glvMexico
his
wife
rich
at
New
when
the primaries and at a time,
lies of
he should be empowered to distrain
ln convention, there need be no fear ' on birth to a child ln a room adjolnGive ua a man like ties; In the hills, on the mesas, in the pers have come out strongly for H. 0, might be explained or answered or
eral wealth.
personal property ln order to force
Let us go to the man who Bursum for governor, Says the Rio moved, but thus far the only tangible of the revival of what was called Hub lng.
Holm O. Bursum, who in the Mogol-Ions- , valleys.
payment ot taxes. The assessment
who at Carthage, who In other tills a few acres of ground and owns Grande Republican on Saturday, on elarges preferred are that Holm O, bellsm and what It stood for. and
This man was Holm 0. Bursum, and and tax problems are among the most
It editorial page: "It seems that H. Bursum did not wear a swallow tail which
was finauy and effectually put the above Is only one Incident tn a
mining camps has gone down the a few bead of sheep or goats. There,
pressing that the first state legislademon ture
shafts with us; who has put his money especially, one finds love, confidence. O. Bursum is practically certain of the goat at the Inaugural ball; that he did out of existence forever ln New Mexl-- ' career that has abundantly
will be compelled to consider.
nomination
on
for
tbe
first
has
He
for
Holm
governor
0. Bursum,
not wear patent leather pumps at the co, by no other organization than the strated that be Is a man brave and
Into our mines; who has faith in the respect
In
ballot
a
convention.
man
the
is
He
tbe
has
entered
under
low
ex
intimidoorway;
mineral wealth of the new state; who
last reception he attended at the
Republican organization
A subject of much Interest In New
which the true, a man who can not be
whose hands are clean, a man deserv ecutive
brings to his office an intimate and supped from the humble fare of the
mansion, and that he went to Journal today pleases td call "The dated nor frightened out of the path Mexico, where there is conflict be
the
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reward
warm
the
has
extended
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ing
tbe
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kind
not
be
That
family;
the
stove
a
a
chance
of
not merely
may
funeral without wearing
acquaintance
duty.
ripe Gang," an organization that with Holm
tween the Reclamation Service and
because of his work for
O. Bursum at Its head, stands for the of a man some people care to have private enterprise, over the tying up
mining conditions In New Mexico." of fellowship and spoken tha hearty governorship
hat,
Is a man who under the party and the people. As state
"Here
commonHolm
to
ot
the
minds
as
chief
executive
greeting.
turn
their
Naturally,
ot the waters of the Rio Grande and
The New Mexican realizes the grav political square oeal, yea, even a
'
stands us," they say. He has sym chairman he has administered the afO. Bursum, who Is one of them.
wealth, but tbe majority ot the vot- Its tributaries has been
ity of these charges, but believes, that square deal to the fellow who Is down ers will
assigned to F.
the
with
New
Go to the lodge halls or the rail- pathy; he knows our language and fairs of tbe party in a manner that Is
Mexican,
agree
hen the dignity of the commonwealth and out
Tracy ot Carlsbad at the publio
that he Is the proper kind of a man lends
roaders, or walk along the miles of our ways, He has defended us In tbe worthy of commendation. As a citi demands it, that Holm 0, Bursum will
convention at Denver on Octozen
to entniBt with the responsibility of
gleaming track over what seem bound legislature. He has fortified our rights to and a Republican he has worked do all these
1b "Private
As the New Mexican has remarked
things and more, I necesIrrigation Enter-the Interests ot qur new state and
the chief executive at this, a ber 3. It
less deserts; speak to the sectlonmen, in the Constitution. He was and Is
being
a
He has been
guest repeatedDerore, ir it had the right and the critical time, in the history of the prise Compared With Government Reg.
to the brakemen, to the conductors a poor man; be has worked himself has asked no reward. He expressed sary.
hobat the White House; he has
ulatlon." There is no doubt that the
power to name tne state, district and j commonweath.
and to the engineers. Give us a rail- up from the lowliest beginning. Can himself as being willing to stand asldt ly
nobbed with leaders of finance and county tickets, it might not name more
facts and figures that will be present
roader for governor! Not merely a you blame these people because they If the party desired to honor Luna or
New
Tork, Chicago tnan one or two men who are llkelv to
ed by Mr. Tracy will not only be inARIZONA'S ASSESSMENT,
man who owns railroads and rides stand by Holm 0. Bursum? There some other older member, thereby statemanahip ln
D.
a
he
Is
and
gentlebe nominated. In fact, some of the ThA nflRpaament. nf Ariznna. fnr this teresting but also accurate and authC,
Washington,
over them In a private car, but a man Is not one man outside of their own showing his generosity and modesty.'
man by Instinct, by breeding and be nominations It would make, would .,
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register.
wonder, that
8!1 t0refdJt out of ,h9, town lots and improvement, thereon, far east as the national capital.
helped to build. And here again, the
O. election day, these counties will stand istered he will have trouble to vote. even though he Is no dude.
men turn instinctively to Holm
vi uivia tuau tnit;o tuu aiuuuiii tuai
The New Mexican believes, although
The board of county commissioners
Bursum, who used pick and shovel on like a solid wall; that they will send There will be complications at the
Mexico city and town lot. and
l"e!.V"notfoI.?1.t!,ownpar-Neof Las Animas county, Colorado, has
tbe right of way; who helped to build down an avalanche of votes for Holm polls anyway on account of awkward- It does not have his word for lt, that
ordered steel sign posts placed on the
tb8 New dudes 14,139,689 for lands and
the first railroads in the common- O. Bursum that will carry blm on the ness of the blue ballot, and no man should at any time the welfare of the
"LT11
to lt that his name new state demand that he wear a
.
nor Is it Rood'
l
highway that follows the Santa Fe
wealth; who Is possessed of an under highest tide of Republican victory should fall to see
elecoc tbe registration list. The
Trail and also on tbe superb scenlo
swallowtail coat, a stove pipe hat and
standing born of direct experience of that has ever swept the common- Is
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November
will call
the patent leather pumps, that he will not
the party
wealth. And what Is best, he deserves
the railroader's desires and wants.
highway to Raton pass and to Walsen-burlargest vote ever cast ln New Mexi- shy at the ordeRl.
and La Junta.
For the present together Into his views or stands for;
Then go Into the counting rooms of it
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registration
the quiet
what the wise lawmakers of New MexInto the
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without a buttonhole boquet, plain, unbanka and mercantile establishments.
unpretentious
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have attained
their majority BBmni.
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ter, even years ago, for there is a
There they desire a safe and sound In the Gem City. See the man who who
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statute ln the Compiled Laws of 1897,
businessman for the executive chair. seemed so strong, so unmovable In BlUUg IU0 lUBb BltSUUUll, L11USK WUU Bursum,
And business has explicit confidence tbe outside world, become as gentle have qualified since that time, In
that directs county commissioners in
1
New Mexico to do this very thine, al.
in Holm 0. Bursum. He is and has as a woman, as dreamy as a poet, as fact, every one, whether be has voted
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not, should
been always, first of all, a business- gleeful as a child. See the little ones before
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more people, a greater though very few have taken time and
or nothing.
His word la as good as his clasp his knee and watch him forget ally, that he Is registered.
man.
twenty-sicounties of New Mexico Gottl"
more railroads and greater nat- - Interest enough to attend to this duty.
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bond. The New Mexican violates no the world
than for any other office. It Is not
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Vaughn, Guadalupe county, has set the office
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fxc!pf one' amount
confidence when It tells that when misunderstandings.
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Into a corner by a political enemy who home, no matter whether storms of shames some ot the larger towns,
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direct primary to settle the U. '8.
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greatest amount of work and trouble our promising young men who
when adversity rage outside; whether politi- Vaughn wanted a county convention. are
ought
temporarily was In power;
Senatorshlps.
It Is an entirely new
attached, for If you want to Incur to be
It finally landed the Democratic
wefck-kneosubstantial
overalls
purchasing
friends were deserting cal enemies are executing a
proposition to the
of your friend
aspirants
at 69 cents are going down to the tall- - Democratic ideas in eastern New for the toga and theyvarious
whether the tongue' of slander convention ef 117 delegates upon mak- the everlasting enmity
him like rats leave a sinking ship;
hardlv exnected
to assess his property or's and
two piece blue serge Mexlc0 we to he of the
pledges. One was that you Just need
by ing two
ordering
when he himself was bereft of all and of oruel misunderstandings
from
It
such
a
source.
But
the world
at what It ought to I assessed. Is lt suits at
R. B. Brown advertises In a do
$26." This Is true blue Demo- - variety.
financial means and felt (hat he must friends, pierces his heart with barbed Vaughn would not present a single
move and every once In a while a
possible that under New Mexico', as- cratlc free trade doctrine. As long PPr that the report that he owns
begin life anew; when he frankly told arrows, here is his haven of refuge, candidate for office, which meant
breaks
In
loose
a new
standpatter
and the other, that Vaughn sessment laws, there are various chan- as he British Importers and the Dem- - tock ln a hank is a vile slander and place and hollers for
his condition to a bank president, that of calm delights. And, fellow citizens,
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sate themselves for their trouble? Flngy Conners, Bathhouse John and aao? ,or nomination on the Demo-the
Southwest, advanced him, and upon home, who Is loyal to it despite the delegates, which meant
ward heelers of Tammany can oratlo ticket. In a region, where lt Is
his signature alone, funds that ran many temptations on the outside, is for so small a community. But that Perish the thought, but it does look
If no one else looks after the lesls.
Into the thousands of dollarB. , It not such a man safe to entrust with Is the New Mexico way of doing and peculiar, that there Is such a scramble wear broadcloth, why let the yokels a orlme to be a stockholder ln bank, latlve nominations, the candidates for
was a mark of confidence that ln Itself the welfare of the commonwealth, getting things when once public spirit for assessorshlps when other offices who do the voting, be satisfied with there Is not niuch hope for political senatorial togas will, but that Is like
go begging.
69 cent overalls,
was magnificent, and that was not providing he possesses, all the other Is aroused.
regeneration,
putting a wolf ln charge of the sheep,
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churches, schools, an armory, an opera
house and a city library. The library
WILL PAY
has been bulK by a body of women STATE
(known as the Woman's Board of
Trade, an organization wblch also
OF
maintains the Plaza and carries on
other civic Improvement In the Plaza
are found various monuments, the
Session of New Mexico Ed' most reoent being one to mark the Original $100,000 Approend of the Santa Fe Trail. The trail
ucational Association at
has been marked In Missouri, Kansas,
priation Not Availabe Says
Colorado and New Mexico by similar
:
Santa Fe
Comptroller v
monuments erected at Intervals of sev
eral miles, under the supervision of
the Daughters of the American RevoWILL BE
GOVERNOR NAMES DELEGATES
HELDJN NOVEMBER lutlon.
Come, then, and see the capital of
Most Important and Significant your state, the most Interesting city Is Grant Gounty Tax Roll Shows
the Southwest.
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MILLER INSPECTS

El Camino Real From Dona
Ana to Rincon Will Be
Completed Soon

against all users of water. Officials of
the office of the territorial engineer
are now In the Sacramentos making
a survey of the land and the available
water and this report will be filed
with the court before action Is taken
on the suit of tbe company.
A temporary injunction has been Issued against the defendants by District Judge Edward R. Wright, re
straining tbem from using tbe waters
complained of to cultivate any further
area of land tnan that already under
cultivation. El Paso Herald,
Fence Law Ruling.
In district court at Silver City,
W. Parker presiding, an
Frank
Judge
Important ruling was made by the
court In civil cases recently filed
against the Vlctorlo Land and Cattle
Company, the owner of large tracts
of land in this and Luna counties, and
also large herds of cattle. The com
plaints
allege wrongful and wilful
trespass upon unenclosed ground of
plaintiffs, located as homesteads or
desert entries, and the destruction of
plaintiffs' hay. Defendant demurred
to the complaints upon the ground
that the territorial statutes required
the owners of land to fence the same
In order to recover
damages. The
court overruled the demurrers.

CAPTAIN OF INDU8TRY
PRAISES OUR CONSTITUTION,

8ays

Ha Hears It la Kind That Will
Bring Development to the
New

Stats.

THE PUBLIC

A. W. Green, president of the Na
tional Biscuit Company which has
Insurance Commissioners

250 stores and factories in the Unit
ed States, arrived today at noon In

Are
Asked to Keep Track of

bis private car Constitution. He was
Each Company
accompanied by Mrs. Green and their
two beautiful young daughters. Also
by Louis Isselhardt, traffic manager of
GOVERNOR NAMES DELEGATES
EDUCATION
MEET
tbe National Biscuit Company.
JBOARD 10
Mr. Green said to a representative
of the New Mexican this afternoon
Dona Ana County Gains and
"I am on my way to the coast making County School Superintendents',
of a series of tours through the
one
Gain of $92,980 Over
Gathering in Territory's
Qualifications Will Be
Eddy County Suffers Loss
I am delighted with New
country.
H. ANDREWS
WILLIAM
Last Year.
In Assessment
Pssed OnHistory.
Its'
Mexico.
as
vastness
well
as
Its
.
8ERVES OLD VETERANS.
beauty appeal to me. All you need
Governor Mills has appointed Will
Governor Mills has appointed Josiah
(New Mexico Journal of Education.) He
Governor Mills has appointed Min
here is evidently capital and I am deReports Quite a Number of Pen lam C. Lawrence of Roswell, Chaves
The New Mexico Educational Asso
Tompkins of Amlstad, Union county,
lighted to hear that tbe constitution nie M. Crsndall of Santa Fe, and Viola
sions Secured since June 1,
a
ciation will bold Its twenty-sixta
county, notary public.
an
notary public.
adopted by your constitutional con- A. Jones ot Albuquerque, notaries
1911.
nual meeting at Santa Fe, New Mexi
For the Treasury,
For the, Treasury.
vention is the kind that will attract
Territorial Delegate In Congress Wl-Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
M. A. Otero
co, November
1911. It will be
Territorial
Treasurer
Land Entries.
capitalists to pour their treasures into
Ham H. Andrews reports the follow-lnthe twenty-fift- h
has received the sum of $2,000 from has received the sum of $29 from
The following were the land entries
anniversary and the
your fertile soil and build up mighty
pensions secured since June 1, Cleofes Romero, warden of the pent. Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. Ga
program has been arranged to mark of this
a:
the Santa Fe land office: William
industries."
year
twenty-flv- e
tentlary tor convicts' earnings and $1 ble.
Jacobo Leyban,
years of educational prog - Francisco TruJIllo of
Mr. Green inquired about the resour- Edgefltonv Patrillo;
Costilla, Taos from Game and Fish Warden Thomas
ress In New Mexico.
Board to Meet
From present,
ces of New Mexico, the population snd Gallsteo; George P. Atnsworth, Ra-- .
rate
county,
Increase,
granted
pension
Gable.
,
The territorial board of education
,
P.
prospects it will be a record breaking of 120 month from Jan.
the effect ot the bracing climate. "It ton; Samuel J. Johnson, Sawyer;
11, 1911
as well as an epoch making meeting.
Mounted Folic Matters.
did not meet at the capltol this mornis unquestionably a glorious tiling to Hugo Seaberg, Raton; Abran Mlrabal.
Jose Gregorlo Lorta of Iamy, Santa
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk has lng as several members of the board PREPARING TO RE8UME
The association proper will be In sesLower Freight Rate to 8anta Fe.
have a good climate in which to
of
SMELTER OPERATIONS live, for one is so dependent on clision from the sixteenth to the eight- Fe county, reissue of pension, rate
arrested Charles Herrera, Juan Mar-tine- s are expected to arrive this afternoon.
On account of tbe complaint filed
month from May 22, 1911.
and Tomas Martines on the
Postal Matters.
eenth day of November. On Novem- $15
mate for health," he said.
ty the E. P. Welsh company against
Mrs. Augustine Rosecrans of Sliver
ber 15th will occur the flrBt annual
The postoftlce at Kent, Dona Ana But 8tone Crusher st Cerrlllos Will
the A., T. & S. F. railroad tor tbe re
charge of being drunk at Chama. He
Looks Like Evarts.
Grant
original
City,
county,
granted
Close Down Indications of
also arrested Frank Chacon at Chama county has been discontinued and all
conference of county superintendents
Mr. Green looks likes the great Ev duction of freight rates on mattresses
rate of $12 per month from
pension,
on the charge of wife beating. He was mall dlreoted there will be sent to
Mining Activity.
of New Mexico and the first annual
ans snd he takes a profound Interest from El Paso to Albuquerque, before
December 81, 1910.
,,
released under $200 ball.
conference of city and town superinla the politics of the country as well tbe railroad company has reduced the
Organ. The office at Leon, Union
W. Landell of Fort Bayard.
Peter
Los
De
14.
N.
M.,
Cerrlllos,
Sept
tendents and principals of the state.
as devoting much of' his time to build rate in order to have the case disMany Teachers Coming,
county, has also been closed, and mall
Grant county, original pension, rate
to
which
bid
fair
make
The
velopments
has
education
The teachers of the United States Insent there will go to Bueyeros.
department of
up the largest Industry ot Its kind missed, sccording to word received
$30 per month from March 3, 1910.
Cerrlllos once more the booming min ing
received word that.many teachers will
dian schools will also hold their anin the world.
by Rufus B. Daniel, who Is handling
Ruling on Application for Patent
Jesus Maria Valencia of Rowe, San be here for the
town
now
which
was
once
are
it
ing
educational associa
nual conference In Santa Fe during
While en route he and his party tbe case for tbe plaintiff, the old
The Copper Gulf Mining Company,
rate
of
reissue
county,
pension,
tion convention November 16. San has been notified by tbe Las Cruces under way. The old smelter which were feted in many of the large cities, rate of $1.37 has been reduced to 88
the Educational Association meeting. Miguel
month from June 9, 1911.
of $20
Miguel will send 50 teachers; Otero land office, that action on. application has stood idle for many years, is at the financiers tendering him lunch cents first class and 85 cents second
It seems reasonable to suppose, there- Juan per
C. Chavez of Tajique, Tor
15, Bernalillo 75, and 20 from the city for patent to the Miser and 33 other last to be put into operation again, or eons and banquets at which scores of class to Albuquerque, N. M., and Sanfore that at least five hundred teach rance
Increase in pen of Roswell. The
county,
granted
ers will be present at this big con
department is pre lode claims has been suspended, to at least that Is the current report noted business men were gathered. ta Fe, N. M., the same new rate inrate of $20 per month from May
Mr. Green and his party saw the stead of the old rates of $1.55, and' to
paring a circular letter to the teach give the company time within which This smelter has been Idle for 10
vention. Standing at the door of state sion,1911.
ers o! Santa Fe and Santa Fe county to make a showing that the improve- years or more, but has recently been slights of Santa Fe this afternoon Las Vegas 94 cents for first class and
hood the occasion will be full of sig 22,
John A. O'Rourke of East Las Vegas, to meet here
DeSunset
the
and
bought
by
to
Mining
make
ar
nificance and every teacher, princi
ments on No. 3 of the Gettysburg, No.
Saturday
and then left at 4 o'clock for Albu 91 cents for second class, Instead of
San Miguel county, granted pension
offithe old rates of $1.71. The new.
of the Franklin, and No 3 of the velopment Company, which has
en route to the coast
querque
pal, superintendent and school officer increase, rate of $15 per month from rangements for entertaining the teachers who will be here three days.
rates go into effect October 6.
are for the benefit of the en ces in Albuquerque and is doing some
should feel It a prlvlllge as well as
Chest,
1911.
July 10,
and extension work In THREE MEN BURIED IN
Now In Good Shape.
Federal Grand Jury May Investigate.
a duty to be present.
tire group. Tbe decision of the gen development
Pablo Solano of Ledoux, Mora counInsurance
Commissioner
The grand jury of the territorial
Deputy
holds all entries for tbe Hell Canyon district President
MORNING STAR SHAFT.
8peolal Railroad Rata.
Increase in pension, rate Peter M. A. Llenau has received a eral land office
E. F. Staley of this company has .been
ty,
granted
district court, at Alamagordo, which
The D. & R. 0. and the New Mexico of
cancellation, exoept the Chest, Pana on the
$15 per month from July 11, 1911. letter from T. B.
for
several
and
weeks,
ground
Haniey, president ma. Concord. Franklin, Pearl, Gettes- at Leadvllle Destroys has been bearing evidence for several
Another Cave-ICentral railways have guaranteed
John A. Lowry of Nara Visa, Quay of the Modern Brotherhood
of Amerl burgi Parrott, Melbourne, Emperor, on Tuesday was joined by an expert
days past, failed to make a report on
rate of one fare for the round trip county,
Hope of Rescuing the Miners
increase in pension ca at Des Moines,
Paso.
from
Mr.
se
El
is
granted
very
Staley
that Racket, Omega Santa, Neosho
the trouble at Cloudcroft a few weeks
Iowa,
and
Who
Alive.
stating
and the Santa Fe will give a rate of rate of
Are
$15 per month from July 13. on October 1, 1911, all insurance bus!
cretive about the work which his com18.
not to exceed one and one-fiftof ago, when tbe cabins of the negro
fare 1911.
Colo.,
Leadvllle,
Kelly. The company has been allowed
Hope
Sept.
ness of his company will be written 30 days within which to file additional pany proposes to do, but promises full recovering the three miners entomb- servants of the Lodge were fired Into,
on all Its lines. The territorial board
Paulln Ullbarrt of Colonlas, Guada on rates
Information in two weeks. He declin- ed in
or education
adequate and which were evidence In support of the other
has sent a circular
the Morning Star shaft was but the matter has not been dropped
ed to discuss the matter from any
lupe county, granted pension Increase,
dashed today when another cave-i- n entirety. The present grand jury
through the department of education rate of $15 per month from July 28, adopted for the National Fraternal
unview
whatever, but it is
point of
Mr.
Congress Table of Mortality.
Governor Names Delegates.
occurred. This will delay the rescue nassed It up to tbe federal grand Jury
urging local school boards to grant 1911.
derstood upon good authority that the
hours. The wblch also has jurisdiction and which
Hamley adds: "We now can look ev
permission to teachers to attend with
Governor Mills has appointed the railroad company is again to put in work for twenty-fou- r
Guada-Pablo
of
Lucero
Colonlas,
The matter
ery person in the face."
pay. Many boards will no doubt as- lupe county,
to the Gulf Deep the track
prisoners are still in communication will meet in November.
delegates
following
Increase in pen
line
from
the
main
At
granted
leading
Grant Has Gain.
with the surface through 300 feet of will be turned over by District fed-ersist in paying the expenses of their
Association which meets in to the smelter on the
Waterway
rate of 20 per month from July
of
sion,
town,
edge
H.
H.
W.
Llewellyn to
Auditor John Joerns has
torney
Traveling
teachers.
with
12
to
pipe,
nothing
14:
excepting
'
October
.
29, 1911.
and It is not thought that this would
District Attorney David Leahy
received the tax roll from Grant Coun Chicago
Tentative Program.
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces; Alexander be done for nothing. The smelter is blanks. They are in good spirits, des- for
Mrs. Genoveva Mariano of Santa
which shows a gain of $92,980 over
investigation, and it Is reported
of which they have comA complete program will be print
the
cold
ty
RomeJesus
pite
Tucumcari;
Goldenberg,
Grant county, granted original last
a silver-leasent to Cloud
proposition.
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of
years
past
dissatisfaction Into human ears and helterskelter.
to nothing; the fires would quickly shoes would be reducecd a nickel a other veMeI Dy the suction. After were so severe that I was
unable to
the Republican territorial central com. burn
the
the
Hawke.
drew
astern
impact
in
case
Journal
the
shoe
Is
trust
The
making them unhappy;
"bust
Inducing
I believe In the magic of the open mlttee
themselves
out,
pair
work, , , I tried various remedies laid
which put him In nominal and
through his wiles, the formation of window and the open door and the
furnishes the wind that fans the ed," Is like the promise of the free and ner crew! threw the collision mats' to be cures for such
t,
..
reform and progressive clubs; Inspir- open heart with light and God and actual leadership of the party and cen- fuel, and certain rival banking and traders, who declared that free trade over B "adly damaged bow.
nothing benefitted me until I used
tered upon himself all the attacks, all business Interests furnish the fuel. ln hides, would mean a reduction of
Doan's Kidney Pills.
ing muckrakers, and being at the gladness streaming through them.
They promptly
the abuse, all the vituperations that
bottom of every war, of all quarrels,
That
Is all there Is to the half a cent on every pair ot shoes sold SOLEMN REQUIEM MASS OVER
I believe In the maglo of the woodproved their worth and effected
enemies could Invent against a man Bernalillo
a'
of all disagreements.
a in the United States. The hides were
REMAIN.8 OF 8ENAT0R CARTER cure which has been
land "a green thought In a green
although
fight,
county
permanent. My
them again and again in Rood
well meaning and zealous put on the free list, but that half cent
The dissenter, has his uses; at shade," soft, furry creatures twink- who defeated
many
experience
with
Doan's
Pilli
In w'ulch
they felt people have been led to believe tbat It a pair reduction on shoes has not ma-- 1
lth
times he becomes invaluable, to. the ling through quiet spaces, the note political battle
Washington, D, C, Sept.
hai been gratifying thatKidney
I gladly
themselves certain of victory,
Is a fight between good and bad gov- terlallzed, at least, not so that
ths notable folk In many walks ot life recommend them."
swelling from a
body politic, but sooner or later, of the hermit-thrusThis has been unselfish service on ernment; between angols and fiends, shoebuyer has noticed It.
present, solemn high mass of requiem . For sale by all dealers,
every man's hand Is turned against pine tree, "Holyl Holy! Holy! Eterpries '60
the part of Holm O. Bursum, It has between right and wrong,
'was celebrated at St, Pauls Roman cent. Fostec-Mllbur- n
Valsnola County Primaries.
him, he is altogether unlovable andlnal, Almighty!
Co,. Buffalo, The Republican primaries ln Va- - Catholic church today for the late
But the men who Instigated the
I believe In the magic of childhood been unremuneratlve ,ervloe, but it
0lB &8mU f0r th
unlovely; people crave peace, rest
Unlte?
happiness, but the dissenter goes bel- - In whose young lives this gray old has been noble and distinguished ser- fight, who are keeping up the fight lencla county will be held on Satur- - former Senator Carter of Montana States
vice, and has paid the Republican are doing It for selfish purposes and day of this week and the convention who died at his home here suddenly
Remember the name Doan's and
lowing through the land attacking world is eternally new created.
on Sunday.
on Monday,
left and right, nothing suits him, noth-- ' And more and more as the years party large in prestige, ln power, In not for principle,
take po other.
PAGE
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hands of the Republican party, but
must look to as for relief from the
monstrous load which they are now
carrying.
The language of the President's
a very grave
veto message raises
question. '' He seems to think that
congress should not consider or pass
any tariff bills except such as he re
reversing: the
commends, which IB
"modus operandi" of making tariff
bills provided for by toe Fathers of
the Republic. The assumption that
congress shall neither consider nor
pass a tariff bill until recommended
by the President Is not only absurd
but is revolutionary, utterly subver
sive of our theory of legislation, It
submitted to, will be only another
long step In the process of usurpation which .in late years has so greatly increased the powers of the executive at the expense of the legislai
tive brbnch 'of ' government.
'Tor the' last thirty-od- d
years the
patronage of
enormously Increased
the exectulve has Increased bis power
to an extent never dreamed of by the
founders ot the Republic and which
should set men to seriously thinking
ar- to whether much
power in tne
hands of one man Is entirely salu
tary.
It Is written! 'By their fruits, ye
shall know them.' That teBt for
conduct was established by the
highest authority. By it, Democrats
are willing to be Judged for It Is a fair
and Just standard. By It, we stand or
fell. We feel certain that a verdict
In our favor will be rendered by the
grand inquest of the American people. We await that verdict with supreme confidence,"

and utterly destitute
That
ttatesmanshlp.
sneer ! now frozen on the facet of
I
the sneerers. That gibe disturb) no
body any more,
I
"The great battle of 1912 must be
fought on the splendid record of the
Democrats In this congress and upon
I
we can win not only next
Makes Address at Lawrence that record
year, but for years to come,
In our
burg Near Which Place I , VDuty Is the subllmest word honest'
vocabulary. To do ones duty
HeWa Born
and
ly, faithfully, courageously
triotically 1b the greatest achievement
In statesmanship or In any other field
IS HOPEFUL FOR DEMOCRACY
human endeavor. To their eternal
.credit be It said that the Democrats
of the 62nd Congress at the extra- .
out Declares That Eternal Vigil- ordinary session discharged their
nee 4 Price of Victory
t'duty to the utnAst and deserve well
mere negation
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at the Poll.
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Bcantiness
Sept
of receipts in the northwest gave the
wheat market today a firm tone. The
opening was the same as last night
to
up. December started at
adto 95
95
unchanged to
vance, touched 95
and rallied to
with
was
The close
9'
steady
a net gain of
December at 95
Corn sagged owing to the favorable
weather, December opened a shade!
lower to a like amount up at 64 4
to 64
and
(Jj
sold at 4
declined to 64&C4
The close, was
64
for December, a net loss
steady at.
. ..
of 318 cent
,
Oats showed firmness In sympathy
with wheat. December started a six
and
teenth to
higher at 45
steadied at 45
'
Weakness in the hog market car
rled down
provisions.' First sales
were 5 to 7 2 lower with January
8.95 for lard
and
8.92
delivery
8.00 for ribs. There was no buslnesi
Chicago,

I

-
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KING DECLARES

Corn Sagged Owing to Favorable
Weather While' Oats Showed
Firmness.

'!

Mr. Clark, reviewed some of th
and said
party accomplishments,
"What we did at the extraordinary
session la only an earnest' of what
we will- accomplish at the next two
'MOST?
: Cm"tVr ;
regular sessions.
"The very best and most Important
result of the extraordinary
session
was that we formed the habit of act
and have
lng
together
come to take pride in so doing.
i.In thls connection
it Bhould be
B,ated that the Democrats
in the
Kouse f the 62nd Congress, aided by
flome Republicans, passed the Red-sinc- e
proclty bI11 as they bai done m tne
lstt President Taft. with all the
ITtoos l?Miw
,
e
power, prestige and patronage of his
Odo-Kw
Concould
in neither
mighty office
AaiBS wos,isdm
gress muster a majority of the Repub- t'i n'
a
i''
aid.
llcan
to
his
(0il'i)-s1imiiw
representatives
)a'k" Tn- -t P.jcmwhich shows that the gulf separating
'
wn".-n"r'the Republican factions is as wide
and deep and
Impassable as that CATTLE MARKET MADE
UNITED 8TATE3 JUDGE
BRAVE FINISH LAST WEEK. FINE NEW MODERN
8CH0OL AT LAMY. i
PETER GROSSCUP TO RETIRE.
Kansas City Stock Yards, Sept. 20,
Feature In Ventila- Will Send His Resignation From FedThe cattle market made a brave Every
eral Bench to President Taft
finish last week, recovering the loss
tion, Lighting and Heating
Is Adopted.
of the HrBt three days of thn week
Early In October.
by the close of Friday. This did not
of
Instruc-Public
count for much last week, as three
Superintendent
' Chicago, Sept. '19. United States
fourths of the weeve s upiy came in tlon J. E. Clark Is much pleased with Circuit Judge Peter 8. Grosscup to-school
the
But
ot
the
district
fact
that
advance.
to
before prices started
day announced that he would retire
up a thoroughly from the bench the first week In Octo-It counts today, the run of 21,000 Lamy Is putting
head here selling strong to 10 higher modern public sctvpol house. County ber.
a School Superintendent John V. Con- than Friday, and a little above
Judge Grosscup has served 19 years
week ago. The outlet for beet - Is way, Directors Roque Tudesque, Juan as a member of the Federal Judiciary
smaller than a year ago, aB the total Sanchei and Patricio Chavez deserve in the northern district of Illinois,
He attracter public notice when the
T. W.
supply at the Western markets lastjmuch credit for this fact.
week was 170.000. against 228,000 Hanna has given a fine lot 200 feet United States Court of Appeals of
new
overlookIn
J
the
which
townsite
he was a member, reversed the
laBt
same week
year, and yet prlcces square
The modern action of Judge K. M. Landts who had
are a little lower this year than last lng the entire village.
on most of the cattle. All the mar system of lighting and ventilation ! fined the Standard Oil Company $29,-wi- ll
be embodied In the plan and the 000,000.
kets are moderately supplied today,
some shippers holding back at Chi- dimensions and appearance of the j He will send his resignation to Pres- I

l

Lawrenceburg, Ky, 'September 20.
"Triumphant Democracy Is now the
resounding theme of every tongue.
After 17 'y"ears of wandering' In the
Wilderness we this day stand upon
Mount victory and look Into the
Promised Land which we will enter
ana possess In 1912." So declared
Champ Clark, speaker of the National
iwnroaemauveB, in an an-- ,
dress here today. Mr. Clark was born
7' "6Ul
J
?' MBren
and until today has
not been there
he taugh a country school. ,
mnunuing on message to Uemo- cracy the speaker said:
"Democrats everywhere are cheer- ful, hopeful, confident, united and ag- gressive, wnue our Republican friends
are sad, hopeless, despondent, on the
defensive and split into bitter fac- uons constantly at each other's

RECEIPTS FROM
NORTHWEST FAVOR WHEAT

SCANTY

M. i

MARTIAL

LAW

19.

111.,

In pork.

FIRE DESTROYED

PUBLIC

8CHOOL

BUILDING.

Four Teachers and Hundred and Fifty
'
Pupils Marched Out In Safety
When Signal Sounded.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 19. Fire this
morning destroyed the Harmon pub- llo school building. - The four tearh-eis- ,
and 150
pupils
escaped. The
Are, which Is believed to have been
caused by a defective heating ap
paratus, was well under way when
discovered by the pupils, who obeyed
the fire drill signal perfectly.

Judge Murdered and Other
Officials Wounded In
Riots at Valencia
SPAIN SEETHES WITH ANARCHY

Socialists Are Stirring up Work-igmen to Many Deeds of
' " Violence.

Madrid, Sep., 19, King Alfonso
signed a decree suspending the
constitutional guarantees throughout
This is equivalent to declarSpain.
ing the country under martial law.
This act, which has been under consideration for some days, was taken
to
to give the government power
deal sharply and promptly with the
g
forment-Ir.now
revolutionary agitation
,ln many parts of Spain, especially
in the cities and Industrial districts,
where republican and revolutionary
plans are being furthered under cover
of worklngmen's strikes. .
Social 1st lo Uprising.
Well known republican
leaders stand aside from the
present movement which Is socialistic
in character.
re
Martial law In Spain followed
ports of violence in connection with
strikes which have
worklngmen's
been called in various cities to further, the government says, a revolutionary plot.
The most serious situation Is at

All

Many other school dlst-a- ll of the United States Court of ApFriday of this week, when the Jews lng cuts.
in the Territory are. putting up peals on October 3. A desire to enover the world quit eating meat-neti
for a day or two. It cuts quite a modern buildings. : .
joy more freely his freedom as a citizen and resume the practice of law
figure in the market. Pasture men
.
are given as the reasons for his
In Kansas and Oklahoma are still SECRETARY OF WAR
WILL VISIT ARMY POST 8.
holding back this week, thoush deal
ers look for a good run the next few
days ahead. Del' Harbaugh, the blgj General Wood and Captain McCoy DARROW ISN'T SATISFIED
V
WITH $100,000.
Nebraska leeaer, naa nis second snipWill Accompany Him to Arizona
ment here today, at the top of the
And Texas.
He Wants Poor Worklngmen to Put
market, $7.95. Each shipment Is the
tail end of the feed lot, contrary to Washlnton. D. C, Sept. 19. To be-Up at Least Half Million for
the usual system. Short fed natives COme thoroughly familiar with mill- Defense of McNamaras.
sell at 15.75 to 17.25. native grass iarr (.nniiltlnna. Seoretarv of War
steers $6.00 to $7.25, western grass gtimBOn contemplates visiting pract-- i Los Angeles, uallf., Sept' 19. On his
and ically every army post In the country, arrival from Fresno today, Clarence
Colorsdos
steers, including
Wyomlngs, $4.60 to $6.00, native cows;jj8ana General Wood, chief of staff, Darrow, chief counsel for the McNa- $.1.00 to $5.00, top heifers toaay
Captain Frank :R. McCoy of the mara defense, telegraphed to Attorney
00, bulls $3.00 to $4.25, veal ccalves general staff will meet" in Pittsburg John L. Harrington
to return here
$7.75, for best, stockers $3.50 to $!v tonight for their tour which will In- - froIn gan Francisco and submit to ar'
oiI
, mier th. warrant charring con- to IB.W. tattle
elude Fort Apache, Whipple Barracks
i 50, feeders $4.25
rect from the western ranges are notan,i
Huachuca, Arizona, and San tempt of court i88ued for him yester- u- as
a
r
ana
agu.
oris day by the district attorney. Darrow,
r
year
prouaDiy
ccming ireeiy,
Antonio, Texas,
.
m ev ana L,eavenwonu,
jErjTBrCccoiiBiANiMAGAirife
boh bi
"
nuuuie
i.Irn.j wsni in rrcmn m
are dropping off General Wood and Secretary Stim- Quarantine
receipts
t PonfpJnM wlth gomuel Gom- CHAMP CTCKKK.
"Taft Is a Wise, Prudent and Consistent Progressive,' Said Congressman
100 cars here today, steers a little ion. Drobably will tour
the middle
D
nt
Smith Today.
higher than a week ago, at $4.00 to we8t, northwest and the Pacific coast finanOT tfaJ defmgJ Q he MoNamarft
xo
i uu.
vtrttio
j Brothers.
According to Darrow, less
throats. From ocean to ocean they which separated Dives and Lazarus. 4.u cows sa.uu show a.ou,fair Increase Before tne next summer.
Hog recceipts
than $100,000 has been contributed to 8TOCK
are fighting each other like cats of
"We did not pass the Reciprocity over
MARKET RALLIED
Valencia, where a general strike was
this period a year ago, but arej PROHIBITION DEFEATED BY
the defense fund and at least two or
Klllkenny. President Taft leading the Bill to please President
Taft, but still not largei ' enough
to permit
AFTER WEAK OPENING declared yesterday.
MAINE.
IN
VOTES
26
Is
thousand
hundred
Rob
three
tarurgently
because It will help to lower the
Standpat faction, while Senator
Murdered a Judge.
to poured that market con
needed.
ert
Marlon
LaFollette "Fighting iff. But defective as It Is, the Reci packers
The rioters murdered a Judge and
there Is
Cireumstancial Reports That Wages
tinuously. Occasionally
the Figures Are by No
However,
Bob," as his followers love to call procity Bill Is a step In the right
wounded other officers of the court
In Steal Trade Would be Cut and
day or two of strength, but this is ' Means Final, Declares Gover-- him heads the Insurgents. With them direction that Is, in the direction of not
i THREE HORSE THIEVE8
which had been engaged In the trial
of Prosecutions.
one of them, ales today 5 to 10
nor Plalsted.
It Is war to the knife and the knife reducing the high protective tariff to
CHASE
AFTER
of those who had been arrested earlier
CAUGHT
lower than the close of last week,
to the hilt.
a revenue basis. That's one reason Prices declined 15 cents last week
in the day. The mob was finally dis- New York, N. T., Bept 20. Ann
w.. nouncement
Augusta, Mmue, ,oeju.
"They are so thoroughly destroying why Democrats supported it. Another net. Run Is 6000 here today, top $7.05
ntu.
.A
persed by guards from the custom
members
the
Federal
the
that
and
of.
ernor
governPlalsted
each other that sometimes It seems reason Is that we believe it will bene
house.
Wounded in Fight With Deputy
bulk of . sales $6.75 to $6.95, which, U his
-'
unment
would
International
In
session
were
who
the
to
permit
counsel,
that all we have do is to stand still lit the American people, and at the the lowest place they have occupied
Strikes also have been declared at
Sheriffs From Phoenix.
Harvester company to adapt Itself to
the returns ,
til midnight canvassing
and see the salvation of the Lord; same time, benefit our Canadian In a
Bilbao. Saragossa, Cadiz, Huela, Se- .I
V
long time, about two dollars un UU ik.
Iha
.
m
11119
Ui
UUroilUU
exvi
but wise. Democrats are not in favor neighbors.
n
True, President Taft,
icywi
G"on Dd ,her
der a year ago. Fresh meat demand constitutional
"' In some
ITrTnglng suUfor dUsoFu:
law,
prohibitory amendment
which
a power
of standing still or of depending on ercising ruthlessly
of these places the movement has been
is good, but the general sentiment voted on at the
effected a marked change In senelection
last
tlon,
us
special
to
the
factionalism
not
V
exercise
could
give
Republican
King George
but partially successful.
end timent and
looks for further declines.
deputy sheriffs
the market became strongtoday to conti- Victory next fall. On the contrary, without being driven out of the three
Plot to Assassinate Weyler.
Lambs remained on rock bottom Monday,
Lew Mickey returned to Phoenix last er after a heavy pronounced weak
we shall continue as we have begun kingdoms, vetoed not only our Farm- the first half of last week, until re nue the tabulation on other questions '
Premier Canalejas announces that
with three alleged horse thieves ness early In the Besslon. Heavy selpress forward, advance our banners, er's Free List bill and our tariff bills, ceipts dropped down to almost noth- voted on at the same time.
the
government has In Its possession
captured ling of United States Steel, and the
The figures as tabulated last night in custody. The men were one
pounding them, but also the Joint resolution admit- ing, when they began to rise. Aged
keep everlastingly
the details of a revolutionary plot unof
the
a hard fight in which
Inter-stat- e
after
ot
Commerce
official
refusal
the
an
showed
majority
apparent
pass more good bills, until we .have ting' Arizona and New Mexico.
sheep have held up better than lambs, of 28 In favor of repeal, hut these supposea mieves was wououeu.
i Commission to Buspend the Minnesota covered at Valencia and Barcelona.
carried out our entire program and "The President's veto of tne state
in smaller supply. Mutton has
nnvemnr plalsted declares are others succeeded In escaping. The
ln.no th tiaeMant in elc-- np vatn hood resolution was made upon doubt being
of
Weyler, Captaln-Genera- l
been selling to conaumers cheaper by no means final.
deputies followed the train from
measures, ful constltulonal authority,
Democratic
meritorious
The government claims
After than beef or pork, thereby attracting
ranch near Phoenix to Walnut Grove, factors, and most of the standard
which are designed to promote the an enabling act is passed and after a new patrons. The widened outlet
all
the conspi
know the names of
where the fight occurred. The men railroad stocks sold a trifle above
tASEBALL PLAYERS
nrosnerltv. haoolness and safety- - Ol territory, In conformity therewith, has and smaller
of their supreceipts at the markets THREE
hack rators and the source
RELEASED BY AMER. LEAGUE. arrested are Manuel Arvlio, Gregory yesterday's closing. Steel got
the American people,-- ' That Is a policy adopted a constitution providing a quickly brought an advance In pri
or within 8 of yesterday's plies.
to 64
Granville and Jesus Morales.
' The
which will win and which deserves to Republican form of government, she ces of live animals, and the run ot
general labor unions today definal price.
..i- it t.
win.
cided to call a general strike throug-ou-t
is. entitled to admission. In his veto 12,000 here today I selling 25 to 40 Pueblo Defeated by Sioux City at Fore
also
made
Harvester
International
OIL FIRE AT VERNON
"The greatest statesman that evei the president claims that the prin cents higher than the middle of last
noon Gams by Score of Seven
Spain on a day to be fixed later.
IS NOW UNDER CONTROL. up virtually all of Its losses.
'
to Eight.-- '
lived, bar none, Thomas JefferBon, cipal point at issue Was the Recall, week. Top Iambs brought $6.00 today , ..:
Troops Firs Into Crowd.
Bonds
were
"
easy.
the
price particularly the recall of" Judges. He from Utah, three lots at that figure,
said. 'Eternal vigilance is
Bilbao, Sept., 19. Troops this aftU. S. Steel
firm.
The
market
closed
19.
The
Los
the
Sept.
B.
Calif.,
B.
en- price qt is entirely mistaken. ,He ralBed a far others at $5.90, feeding lambs worth
of liberty" It is also
Angeles,
O .11 1. 1 AA
Chicago, Sept, 19. President
,....
C.H
toUl, nitHa ernoon fired on a crowd that was
success at the polls. I commend it greater and more
to Johnson of the American Baseball fire at th plant of the Hercules Oil
ques around $5.00, fat yearlings up
r
"
oerore
tne
transactions
most cheerfully and earnestly to tion and took the wrong side of It, $4.60, wethers $3.80, ewes $3.50, League today announced changes of Refining Company at Vernon which gaps between
were .',
being taken
became effective enough to s rike leader, who.
support
r
was
hours
twenty-foufor
burned
has
released:
the
Democrats all over the land."
a
In
state has
and that Is whether
ln ,trepart as follows,
players
breeding ewes $3.00 to $3.75,
last check the demoralization in the Unit-- ! lBuQ
on w
bounded. - niwwly"
Mr. Clark reviewed conditions in right to adopt for Itself such constitu
By Chicago to Des Moines H. Plnker- - brought under control at midnight
ed State. Steel securities.
still
of
oil
crude
DemoTotanks
to
Three
to
the
of
course,
Cleveland
as
referred
night.
It
E.
ton
White.
desires, subject,
By
tion
both parties,
and
Cireumstancial reports were clrcu- - grave.
Paper Published By Negroes.
of the
United
are burning but little further damage
ledo S, Smith to Omaha.
cratlo victory of 1910, and the various to the constitution
The New, Age Is the name of a
lated that wages In the steel trade
'
be
will
for
It
that
said
done.
In
establishes
and
and
Western.
neSioux
provided
fights,
At
states,
congressional
City
would be cut. Fears of government VOUNQ WASHINGTON
published at Albuquerque by
' The loss is estimated at $150,000.
"had the Republicans In the 61st Con- - itself by Its constitution, a Republl groes for negroes.
HAS A FALL.
AVIATOR
Pueblo, 7; Sioux City, 8.
various Industrial com- of
prosecution
Amerl-madThe
Can form of government
gress honestly redeemed the promise
blnatlons were reflected in the wide- in the campaign of 1909, to re- can people who love a square deal,
In this class of Drops Only Eight Feet Into a Creek
weakness
spread
would
will not permit him to shift the Issue
vise the tariff downward, they
at Harrlsburg and Wrenches
stocks.
state's
Ifrom
a
of
Hi
the great question
made their narty invincible,
His Back.
Rallies of a point or more were In? .
sort
lease
to
another
adopt any
having the right
and would have secured
Pa., Sept. 19. Paul
many Issues before the session ended ' Harrlsburg,
within
It
which
the
constitution
suits
of
masses
people 0f
of power. The
Peck, the young Washington aviator,
Quotations,
Closing
a
to
affiliations
named
petty
to
limitations
the
without regard
party
fell eight feet into a creek while
New York; N. Y., Sept 20.i. Prime,.v UCBl IUIO
v,k,..
Bquable about the recall,
are honest, and they demand honesty
iUBUt
1I1UKIUS nil BJIU1U1L1UU
'
4
paper
ir-hstate
men.'
a
to
Into
in
candor
Peck was on what was
go
and
public
provisions
today.
city
45.
Mexican dollars
tc have been a flight over the city
"One of the chief reasons why we constitution do not depend, under the
2
Call money 2
from a park. His back was slightly
won in 1910, was that the Democrats Federal constitution upon tne wnim,
115
53
sugar
Amalgamated
injured.
and insurgent Republicans in Con- prejudice or taste of the man who
102.1-4- ;
Northern
Atchison
Great
on
House,
128
gress kept constantly hammering - happens to ocpupy the White
Pacific 114
Reading
rep-coGENERAL FIRMIN DIES IN
the broken promises of the Republl- - or of the men who happen to be
Southern Pacific 107; Union Paclfls
per- resentatlves or senators In congress,
DANI8H WEST INDIES.
on
gross
their
standpatters,
110
68
Steel
Steel,
158;
prd
of
the
their
but upon the will of the voters
fldy to their pledges, and upon
ot
seems
demands
the
President
St. Thomas, D. W. I Sept. 19. Gen.
gtate Itself; but
Bcorn of the righteous
to the to be laboring under the delusion that
COLORADO 'DERIVES SMALL
eral Antonio Flrmln, who deserted bis
We ' appealed
the people.
of
an
won
ESTATE.
the
what
FROM
better
REVENUE
and
people
ae
knows
post as Haltlen minister at London,
country on that record,
s
hope, Arizona need and desire than they
to help overthrow President Simon of
astonishing victory whlch,-let-uIs only the beginning of a lo"tf serfei- know thamBelves, and that his wishes
Denver, Colo.,, Sept. 19. That the Haiti, died here today.
should
of victories for lower taxes, for great- - ml desires rather than theirsconstltu-men- ti
will derive only a small revenue
state
nave you rurnisneonooms to rbiii
er economies and for better govern- be incorporated Into their
from the inheritance tax on the es-- ;
'
'tlon, which Is a queer opinion to be
A little campaign Want advertising
of the late Senator George W.
tate
by an American
Swink Is indicated by the' lnvestlga- - In the New Mexican will keep the
"The new Democratic House basntertalned
of Assistant Attorney General come from your furnished rooms from
a record so splendid as to sur- dent
veto
to
Taft's
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made some shipments. Thia It ucational Association and the matter
Mr, and Mrs. F, S. Cox of Silver ing.
I went fishing and horseback ready
is the only positive cure now known
a silver-lea- d
of recognition of the work ot high
property.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- City are at tbe Palace.
riding, visiting Charles Springer's
Socorro County.
schools within the territory in the cerA, H. Curry, a clothing salesman ranch and other
places, We had a deing a constitutional disease, requires
Joe
Vezettl, manager of the Hop tification of teachers was made a speof El Paso, Is In the city.
a censtttutlonal treatment Hall's
lightful time and caught plenty of Canon
Smelting Co., and the Calumet cial order of business. City superinA. C. McElwaln, a shoe salesman fish."
Cure la taken Internally, acting
New Mexico Mining Company, also lo- tendents and high school principals
ot St. Louis, Is at the Palace.
Mr. Fox looked the picture of health cated in
directly upon the blood and mucous
Hop Canon, reports work will be urged by the tuperlntendent ot
E. H. Show, a Boston shoe sales' and It was evident that even with his
surfaces of the system, thereby destarting In earnest Monday and ex- rubllc instruction to attend this gen
man It calling on the trade here.
to
frame
stand
the
work
hard
gigantic
stroying the foundation of the disease,
pects something good after a little eral meeting and to aid the discussion
N. M, Patsch, a hardware salesman
and giving the patient strength by
outing bat done him lots of good.
more work Is accomplished.
Magda- of the question,
of 8t. Joseph, Mo., Is in the city.
-.
OfflolalOther
building up the constitution and as
lena News.
,
County Superintendents.
a life Insurance
W. H. Cogden,
SanGeneral
Auditor
of
the
nature
In
Bennell,
slating
The board took action regarding the
doing its work. The agent of Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
a
was
in
ta
visitor
Taos
Fe
system,
have
ss much faith is Its
CHICAGO
proprietors
AMERICAN TAKES
certification of countty euperlntrfid
John H. Young of Questa,
Taos
last week, looking over the country.
curative powers that thay offer One
ONE FROM PHILADELPHIA. ents as required by the laws of 1907
county, Is in Santa Fe on legal busiHe was accompanied to Taos from
Hundred Dollars tor any case that It ness,
18.
Philadelphia, Sept.
Chicago 1, and 1909, and specified that any perG. F. Murray. Mr. Bennell Philadelphia 3.
falls ts cure. Send far list of
son to be eligible to the
offlce of
H. B. Piatt of St. Loult it visiting Hodget by
county superintendent ot schools unbis daughters, Mrs. Wood and Mrs. expressed himself highly pleased with
the country, especially the grand scen
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- Porterneld. '
der the provisions of these acts must
Foley Kidney Pills.
to go there again Will reach your Individual case If you show that he or she has been educact- ledo, O,
Mrs, Solomon Luna arrived in the ery, and expects
when he can spend more time. He left have any form ot kidney and bladder ed In tbe following branches: reading,
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
city yesterday, from Los Lunas Albu
for bis home in Topeka, Kansas, last trouble or urinary irregularities.
Take Hall's Jamlly Pills for constipa- querque Herald,
orthography,
English,
Try penmanship,
t them,
tion.
(grammar and composition), geogra- For Bale by all druggists,
.
Territorial Auditor W. 0. Sargent Thursday.
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ELECTION RALLIES
IN NOVA 8COTIA,

FINAL

ed States history. The expression
in
these
': practical experiences

Liberals Ars Fighting Hard to Hold
Elevert Seats and Capture
Two Other",
St. John, N. B Sept 19. Final rat
lies In the various constituencies this
camweek close the parliamentary
paign in this section, where the liberals are fighting to hold the eleven
FOREIGN INFLUENCES
seats which they occupied In the last
UNSETTLE STOCK MARKET. house ot commons and to capture from
the opposition the other two St
Berlin Raises Oltoount Rata and Lon- John city, and York county which
don Is Likely to Follow Canmake up the thirteen to which this
adian Paolflo Suffers.
province Is entitled. They are predictNew York, N. Y., Sept. 19. Foreign ing that they will come out of the conInfluences were largely responsible test with twelve representatives but
for unsettlement of the stock market admit doubt about winning York countoday. The Increase In the German ty, where, at the last election, 0. B.
Bank rate of discount to 5 per cent Crocket, conservative, defeated hit libalthough it had been forecasted, ser- eral opponent by more than 800 votes.
ved to emphasize the disturbed con- . The government workers are hope-- I
ditions abroad and presented the pos- ful that Hon. William
Pugsley, minis-Itsibility of an Increase In the Bank
of public works, will carry with
of England's rate this .week. The un- him, James Lowell
at the city and
favorable effect on the Berlin market
county member.
of tbei change In the German rate
On the other hand, the conservatives
was accentuated by serious disturbsay they will gain several seats in the
ances In Spain and Austria.
Crocket, and
The copper stocks were singled out province and will
for pressure and Amalgamated copper perhaps defeat Pugley himself.
and American Smelting declined over
Campaign Wat Intense.
a point. Other stocks also displayed
The campaign for the last seven
heaviness at intervals but Indications weeks has been intense, particularly
of support were manifested after the towards the close, and marked Interearly weakness and depressed selling est has been shown by the electors.
and recovered somewhat before midIt Is practically ell reciprocity, for
day.
or against, and the trade agreement
a
Western Union gained
point. has been presented in all possible asBonds were steady. The market did pects.
The polls will open at 9 a.
1
to
o'clock
12
between
much
not vary
m. and close at 5 p. m., and two hours
CanaIn
decline
further
from
aside
afterwards there should be a fair Indidian Pacific to near 224. London cation of the result in the eastern
sales footed up 15,000 shares.
Weakness of the copper group and provinces.
British Columbia.
several specialties was ignored by
Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 19. Britrailroad stocks, which held firm at
ish Columbia sends seven representathe mid-da- y
prices.
Business was in smaller volume tives to the Canadian House of Commons.
Five ot these In the last parthan for many weeks past
liament were conservatives and only
The market closed weak.
two liberals. Independent judges beClosing Quotations,
New York, Sept 19. Copper spot lieve that this same division will
from the coming election. Wil11.9E12.05; lead dull, 4.464.B5; sil
liam Templeman, the only men ot the
2
mnoey steady, 2 8
ver, 62
per cent; prime paper, 4 4 per cent; federal cabinet in British Columbia, Is
Mexican dollars, 46; amalgamated, 54; running a close race tor representasugar. 115: Great Northern pfd., 123 tive in Victoria against E. H. Barnard,
North by whom he was defeated in the last
New Yorktentral, 101
election. Reciprocity is practically
ern Pacific, 114
Reading, 138
Union Paclf- - the only issue,
Southern Pacific 101
setel, 65; setel, pfd., 114.
fic, 158
At usually treated, a sprained ankle
New York, Sept. 19. Cotton
spot
closed quiet; 10 points lower; middl- will disable a man for three or four
middling gulf, weeks, but by applying Chamberlain's
ing uplands, 11:45;
.
Liniment freely as soon as the Injury
11:70; no sles.
1b
received, pni observing the direcBIG
tions
FIRE DESTROYING
with each bottle, a cure can be
OIL STORAGE TANK8. effected In from two to four days. For
sale by all dealers.- Lost Thus Far Between Los Angeles
ME8SAGE OF CONDOLENCE FOR
and Vernon Amounts to Half
'
Million Dollars,
MR8. MADISON FROM TAFT.
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 18. Nine
Immense storage tanks ot oil have Funeral It to Take Place on Friday
been destroyed and firemen are fightAfternoon at 2 o'clock at Dodge
ing today to save several others from
City, Kansas.
a fire which started last night at the Dodge City. Kansas. Sent 19. rftm.
Hercules Oil Refining Company's plant dreds of telegrams ot condolence were
between Los Angeles and Vernon The received by relatives of ReDresentatlva
loss bo far totals half a million dol- Edmond H, Madison, who died sudden
lars.
ly at bis home here yesterday.
They
came from political friends amonr tha
Before you reach the Limit
Insurgent Republicans; from "Reguof physical endurance and while yout lar" Republicans; from Democrats
and
condition is still curable, take Foley from personal friends throughout that
Pills.
Their
Kidney
quick action and United States. Among them wat a
positive results will delight you. For message of sympathr to Mra. Marilann
backache, nervousness,
rheumatism, from President Taft. It was decided
and all kidney, bladder and urinary today to hold the funeral
at s o'rlncir
troubles. For gale by all drugglats.
,
Friday afternoon.

branches taught In the public schools"
as found In the law was Interpreted
by the board to mean that the candidate must have bad at least one year's
experience in teaching in the public
schools or have experience la supervising such schools," r
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Democrats. Albuquerque Journal.
Fort Sumner Republican Club.
The Fort Sumner Republican Club
was organized Tuesday night with a
per
charter membership of fifty-thre- e
sons. The following named officers
CurE.
Arthur
were elected: President,

John Berkshire,
Estancla;
superin- qualified support of San Juan county
tendent of schools, J. S. Preston, Estarmlngton Enterprise.
...
tancla; representative, T. 8. Smith,
Mcintosh.
Safford for Territorial Treasurer.
Many of the friends of C. V. Safford
Not for the Poor Man.
formerly of this county now of Albu
to
run
for
nom
the
money
It takes
querque, think be should be the first
Dr. J. H. lnatlon on the Democratic ticket In state treasurer, acknowledged as he
ren: first
is
it
wonnot
to
be
New
Mexico
and
second
Cap
is to be the best financier in the new
Fleming;
they would see a growth of IndependTHE FIRST STATE ELECTION
F. 0. Blood, chairman, and other menv
You're Right,
dered that there is no wild scramble state. Why not? We could not do bettain Mclntyre; secretary, Roy C,
Th Duty of the Press and Importsnce ence and plain speaking In the Press,
From present Indications, Mr, Bur bers of the committee have evolved
secretary. Dr. for the various Jobs before the pri- ter than to take the best Farming-tocorresponding
and consequently a widespread and
of th Legislature.
turn will be the Republican candidate an elaborate plan for the decoration' A. J. Oakes.
maries In Eddy county. Here are the
wblcb
powerful public sentiment,
Enterprise.
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
for the first governor of New Mexico. of the Duncan opera house, where the
The following resolution was una assessments Imposed upon the vari
recent issue of a prominent would carry everything before' It
In
a
Sliver City Independent.
convention will be held, both Inside nimously adopted
ous candidates:
Is that to be a reality or only a
How About It Sam 7
New Mexican paper, one which stands
..
and outside. The committee, however,
Resolved That we declare our alle For treasurer and collector. .$150.00
Sam Cartwrlght Is much too straight well and has distinguished editorial dream? Now, that the hour has come
Jsldoro to the Front.
Is anxious that the other buildings In giance to the principles of the Re. For sheriff
150.00 and clean as a man to oe anything but
guidance, I saw with surprise and re are we to go" on in the old way or are
Isldoro Armijo, former delegate to the city be beautified.
150.00 a straight and clean Republican.
we to show that we are worthy of the
publican party as exemplified by our For probate clerk
At gret the following sentence:
tue constitutional convention, Is being
Mr Blood has written to a firm In distinguished
William For assessor
President,
150.00 the head of the alleged progressive
Those who know us know that we trust confided In us. It will not do to
urged by his friends to run for the Pueblo, Colo., which furnishes decor Howard Taft, who, as an exponent of For Sup. Pub. Instruction.... 60.00 movement in Santa
Fe he mev be do no dictating in any political mat- have officials Justly liable to critifirst state senate from the county of ations and has asked for prices on good government has the confidence For probate Judge
to be
25.00 , counted on to hold the bolters true to ter,
believing that the people know cism, or to elect those known
reDona Ana.
the rental of flags. He expects a
and support of the party.
25.00 the
For commissioners
s
want for official positions, corrupt or Incompetent The old systhe
standard
whom
after
party
they
That we express our appreciation For surveyor
20.00
ply soon, Mr, Blood believes that
have talked the flatulence all off and after they have spoken it is up to tem, or lack of system, must be disJones for Governor.
such merchants as oare to decorate and admiration of our delegate In
In addition to this milking there
carded, and we must show that a
Sam us to work."
The Sliver City Independent has a their stores can obtain large flags and Congress, Honorable William H. An are nine newspapers In the county to from their diseased stomachs.
state la better than a province. To
can not swallow the Democratic-Socialis- t
For over half a century we have avoid
long editorial urging the Democrats bunting from this company at remark- drews, through whose untiring efforts be announced In and the regular
mistakes, every name suggested
and
dose prepared for that bunch after been asking for
to nominate A. A. Jones of Las Ve- ably cheap rates.
The decorations we have been at last admitted to the round of campaign expenses, so that
for office should be canvassed most
proclaiming our ability to govern our
gas for governor. That is a game the committee will be glad to order flags sisterhood of states and to whom the general estimate of $1,000 as the he has "slept over It." Raton Range.
and the Press must be foreselves well. We have laid all our carefully;
Republicans can afford to help.
most in commending the good and defor the merchants and others who de great credit Is due for his bringing total expense for each candidate is
misdoIn the Wrong
and
our
Pew.
fallings
shortcomings,
sire them and return them to Pueblo New Mexico up to an equal footing probably very reasonable. A poor man
nouncing the evil. A new day ha
The
progressives of ings, to the fact that our rulers were come. We must "cast away the work
Where He Belongs.
with the several states of the Union stands no show, under such conditions
after the convention.
which
an
outside
Santa
"declaration
Fe
Issued
a
have
power,
by
appointed
E. G. Wade, Jr., of Las Cruces, an- of darkness and put upon us the arOne of the reasons Las Vegas has and that be Is entitled to full recog and the Democrats in the face ot It ot
faith" and told at great length why could not possibly know our local con- mor of
nounces that he will henceforth vote Deen
ow to decorat6 on gai& occa. nition for his services In behalf of the should drop that old fashioned talk
light." The record of every
our local
of
nor
character
ditions
the
are
think
with the Democrats. He was a "Pro slons In former
they
Having
they
living.
so
man must be carefully scanned,
ably represent about their1 being the party ot the
years was the daft people whom he has
even when public
and
most
taken
of
Socialistic
the
men,
fea
consequently,,
up
gressive" Republican during the con- culty In obtaining materials.
in
If he has been corrupt in the past,
Bunt- ed
Congress.
people, the common people. The man
necessarily made or has shown himself too weak to
stitutional convention campaign.
That the wise, economical adminis who can afford a thousand dollars to tures of the Demoeratio extremists' most
ing Is expensive and flags are scarce
denied
have
mmm
We
want to stay in grievous mistakes.
withstand the evil pressure, that
here. Mr. Blood's suggestion that the tration of Governor William J. Mills be a candidate before the Democratic program, they say they
the Republican party If It will only our responsibility for everything dis- should suffice to disarm him from con8tate School Superintendents,
decoration materials be rented is a brings blm forward for our choice for primaries Is a plutocrat, not one of
on
the
blame
laid
the
and
creditable,
beAmong those whose names are
that his suo the commonalty. Pecos Valley News. get on the Democratic band Wagon. In
sideration. It is the first duty of
good one. The plans for the decora United States Senator,
other words, they want a divorce from appointing power and those placed In the Press to aid or lead in this Invesing mentioned for state school super- tion of the opera house are secret,. reel as a lawyer, Judge and states
Insisted
have
and
constantly
office;
on
intendents are James E. Clark, the
the
but
still
Insist
party,
man has demonstrated his ability and
retaining
tigation; and that is a duty that It
Eddy County Politic.
Electricity and flags, however, will
the name because it 1 prettier thai that if the people of New Mexico could should meet, not shirk.
present efficent superintendent; Aca-sl- o play a large part In the general fitness for a position in the United
Carlsbad, N. 'M., Sept. 15. Eddy the others. Raton
their own officials, there would
.choose
of
B.
A.
his
In
The very most Important point In
assistant;
Gallegos,
States Senate,
appreciation
scheme. Las Vegas Optic.
county politics are still boiling. Near
be no more corruption, or selfishness, this election is the legislature. Thai
...Range.
which we pledge him our loyal sup Democratic candidates loom
Stroup of Albuquerque ; and T. W.
while
for
Candidate
Senator.
In
State
the
or
up
government
partiality
'
Clark and Folk Will be Here.
body will have to prepare and enact
Conway of Raton.
A. R.
Fred H. Ayers of Estancla announc- port towards bis election.
other candidates withdraw.
Now. everything Is changed. We the laws to put the new constitution
Be It further resolved: That a copy
Champ Clark and Joseph W. Folk
es himself as a candidate for state
counno
for
has
opposition
O'Qulnn
the
responsibili into effect and start the new state on
of the state of Missouri, the former can no longer throw
of these resolutions be furnished to
Republican Headquarters.
senator from Torrance county.
on some one Is course. Is work will be one of care
clrk and recorder and ths re Is no the speaker of the
U. S. House ot ty for all wrong-dointhe press and that a copy be sent to ty
Secretary Jose D. Sena and
of
Rus
W.
likelihood
J.
opposition.
will
rest, and and responsibilly far beyond that of
else.
That
responsibility
and the latter form
President Taft, Governor Mills, Dele
George Curry are working like
sell has withdrawn, leaving the field Representatives,
Enough To Go Around.
of rest solely, on ourselves, the people any other official, even Including the
beavers at Republican
headquarters
There are Just enough "Progres gate Andrews and to chairman of the clear for W. H. Merchant for Treas- er governor of Missouri, and one
If wrong policies governor. Every member should be
the best known platform speakers of New Mexico.
In the Catron block. Visiting Republi- sives" In New Mexico to fill each state State Republican Committee, Hon. H.
urer. M. C. Stewart is likely to have and Democratic leader
to
reference
In the coun are adopted, If the administration Is selected with special
cans are urged to drop In. The .head- - office, and should
Bursum.
O.
a
ticket
up
they put
the field to himself for sheriff. There try, will attend the convention
of weak and Incompetent, if corruption this great work. And yet we all know
n0t
He Certainly Would.
at the comln "lotion, they would, no
"""I!!!!
no
one's
for
D.
assessor, J.
the New Mexico Democrats at Santa rules in official business, It is
that the legislature Is the danger
Bursum would make a good govern are two candidates
doubt, receive enough votes to get
honor McBride of the Dayton Echo and J. Fe and address the gathering, accord fault but our own. We cannot shirk point Unfortunately, senators are to
nary work for the campaign.
their names into the first state Off- or, and one who would reflect
assumed
have
we
are
W.
Price. There
many candidates ing to advices received by Secretary the responsibility;
be elected by that body, and this Is
upon his party and his state. Pecos
icial Register,
tor county commissioner. In the first Summers Burkhart of the Democratic it and cannot shake It off.
likely to be the controlling influence
A Weird Idea.
Valley News.
W.
we
E.
T.
Jones
H.
that
Woodwell,
district:
in the selection of members. There
The moral obviously is,
Central
Committee
State
yesterday.
The El Paso Herald urges the nomMills For the Senate.
and E. P. Byal; second district, J. H. These gentlemen will assist with must exercise the greatest care to is a popular belief that a first senatoination of one Republican and one
Andrews the Cholc.
The Fort Sumner Republican Club
of
Democrat for Congress and thus avoid endorses Governor William
It New Mexico people were to speak Graham, will have at least one op- their presence and oratory to start make no miBtakeB in the selection ot rial election means a vast overflow
J. Mills
a fight on the Congressional ticket. as
no other candidate ponent. In the third district: L. G. off the Democratic campaign with a officials. Especially now that the eye money, en orgy of bribery and corfirst U. S. Senator from New Mex today Individually,
This Is a weird Idea. The Republi- ico for his "ability as a lawyer, judge. could approach the plurality of Mr. Ryan and C. W. Beeman. The legis whoop In New Mexico and It is likely of the whole country are upon us, we ruption, and so the most improper persenator. lative ticket as far as announced: Dr. that arrangements will be made to cannot afford to fail. To emphasise sons are those who are apt to work
cans are not giving away any offices and
Both the "Progres- Andrews as a candidate for
governor."
in
F. F. Doepp, ot Carlsbad and M. P. have both leaders make speeches in the advantage of statehood and show most earnestly for membership,
Jhl year and especially no Congress- sive and
Rio Grande Republican.
element of San
Republican
...
Skeen of Artesia, for senator; and Albuquerque.
that we are worthy ot It, we muBt order to divide the spoil. This Is the
man of whom there is great need at
favor the governor also.
Juan
are
county
who
to
...
Men
terms.
elect officials so plainly superior
danger, in plain
Patton Withdraws.
Hugh M. Gage of Hope, and Florence
Washington, D. C.
Ives ror Senator.
those who have come to us from Wash- absolutely unfit and would not think
Love ot the plains, representatives.
They Are Welcome.
S. Ives of Tucson, Arizona,
Harry L. Patton of Clovls has with- The
will
Eugene
be
the
of
Improvement
being candidates at any other time,
An Editor Who Is Riled.
primaries are a month off and it
Santa Crus, N. M., Sept., 14, 1911. ington, that
made formal announcement of his can drawn as a candidate for the district is
For this ob- will crowd against each other In a
more candidates will To all to whom it
by everyone.
that
recognized
"As to the further Insinuation that
probable
concern:
Democratic
may
on
ticket,
the
on
senator
for United States
judgeship
Interest of wild scramble for legislative office;
of ject, we need the active
tne unaersignea nas not me sauu .u, didacyDemocratlc tlckeL He declared leaving the field to John T. McClure of come forward before the canvass
We the undersigned resident
have been laying pipe
and we need espe
October 14.
conduct an anti-gracampaign such
Santa Cruz, N. M., having been mem- all good citizens, assistance of the Indeed, msny
for reln,ertlng tne Judlclary Roswell and George L. Reese ot Por-tale- closes,
the active
for It for month already. They think
-- on.titutlon
as Mr. Smith has inaugurated, It is,
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN 8TATE CONVENTION.
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting New Mexico into tn
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;

lii

a.uu.

NOW, THEKEFOEE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Bepublican Central Committee of New Mexico in. convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first
Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Eepublican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Con'
vention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of SO or more,
of the votes cast for the Eepublican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at largo
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from the
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
;
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11
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Roosevelt
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Sandoval
San Juan.......
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
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.30
17
5
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13

Torrance
Union
Valencia
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'.. 17

Socorro
Taos

8

14
15

Total

'

...............303

is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative dist- rict conventions that, the same basis be used in the election'
of euch district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several, counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
the
recommended
that
is
further
Eepublican County ,
It
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination of county officers, be held after 'the State
.'
Convention.
H. 0. BETKSUM,
Chairman.
JOSE D. SENA,

It

Secretary.
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